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BC Reapplies

to

Occupy Cardinal Cushing Dormitories

in the area caused by use of the dormitories would seriously affect
pedestrians and that its use by BC
would in their opinion, "adversely
affect the neighborhood." Normally
a decision by the board cannot be
"We are going to present stronger appealedwithin two years unless the
Vice President Doctor Frank CamPlanning Board makes an exception.
panella.
arguments this time around," ex"The first hearing didn't produce
"Boston College believes that its plained Campanela who is taking
original application before the personal charge of the matter this a complete presentation of the
Board of Appeals failed due to mis- time. In addition, Boston College case," said William Tyler, the atunderstanding and inadequate com- has hired an attorney to assist them torney contracted by BC to handle
munication with and among inin the procedure. No attornies were the matter. "There are also strong
terestedparties," stated a letter sent involved in the first attempt which legal arguments for claiming that
by Boston College to the Planning was rejected last December. The the town cannot issue a permit," he
Board of Brookline last February. three member Board of Appeals continued.
The letter, a formal request to the which rules on such matters refused
The second attempt by the college
town for reconsideration continued. a permit on the grounds that traffic begun several weeks ago, has
already run into several problems.
BY BILL SPALLINA
Boston College is making another
attempt to secure a permit from the
town of Brookline for the use of
Cardinal Cushing College's dormitories, according to Executive

March 25, 1974

stating that, "Certain essential
issues raised by the applicationwere
not fully developed and explained in
open forum resulting in an incomplete presentation of the case
before the Board."

Although the Planning Board did
rule in favor of bringing the matter
before the Board of Appeals again,

it quickly withdrew its decision
within a matter of days.
Complaints of irregular
procedure by the Fischer Hill Resident Association whose members
live nearest to Cardinal Cushing
caused the Planning Board to hold
up their decision. Fischer Hill officials contend that they were not
notified early enough of the new
proceedings and therefore could not
adequately prepare themselves for
the Planning Board's hearing.
At present, town counsel is studying the matter and will decide by

next week if the Association's claims

are legitimate. If they are the Planning Board will hold another hearing; if not the matter will go on to
the Board of Appeals which will
decide again whether BC is entitled
to a permit. Opposition by Fischer
Hill was instrumental in defeating
the original request last December.
"There is no reason to have
another chance," commented Doctor Eligh Dow, President of the
Fischer Hill Residents Association.
"To us it's a sacrifice," he said
referring to the time and money
spent by his Association in combatting the college's request. "If they
feel the Board made an unjust or il(Continued on page 5)

History Asks for Official Explanation

BC hopes to alleviate its bed shortage next year by acquiring dorm space at
Cardinal Cushing College.

Newton Exempted from Core
BY MAUREEN SCOTT
The administration announced
last week that students who are
presently freshmen and sophomores
at Newton College will not have to
complete Core requirements to
receive Boston College degrees.
According to Margaret Dwyer,

executive assistant to President
Monan, "Newton College students
as of September '75 will not be considered'transferstudents but Boston
College students. This will mean
that women wishing to transferfrom
one school to another (A&S to
SOM) would be able to do it within
the confines of the University,
rather than applying to the University and then to a specific school."
Dwyer, speaking for the administration, stated, "after next
year's Seniors graduate, it won't be
necessary for the students to go back
and fulfill BC's requirements." The
reasons for the decision were "the
students seemed to take a broad
range of courses ... in some instances their curriculum has more
requirements within the major
field." Dwyer said they realized the
students' dilemma; whether to continue in the BC program or transfer.
It was hoped that the relaxing of the
core requirements would solve some
of the problems.
President Monan is in the process
of drafting a charge for the Task
Force which will consider the future
use of the Newton campus.
The committee will include
representatives from Newton, as
well as students, faculty and administration from BC. Dwyer commented on the number of students
who have already volunteered or
recommended people. "We hope the
input will be from many resources.

Right now it's hard to determine

by JOHN McDONOUGH
procedures. "We would like some university."
The History Department voted at fuller explanation," Heineman said,
Bernard Bellon, a member of the
a meeting last Friday to request an of the way the A&S Promotions History Student Caucus, and the
explanation from the administration Committee reached its decision.
originator ofthe resolution, saw it as
for "the apparent flaws in this year's
History Professor John Rosser, "the department going on record
handling of its promotions canAssistant Chairman of the Depart- expressing its dissatisfaction with
didates" regarding the denial of ment, noted that members of the the fact that the administration has
tenure to Prof. R. Alan Lawson and department are "disturbed by the failed to sufficiently explain the
the denial of promotion to full rumors and the published statement defects in the promotions process."
professor to Prof. Andrew Buni.
of the Dean. We need an explana- He added, "I don't think the motion
The resolution, which passed by a tion that seems satisfying and is conwe passed had anything to do with
14-8 vote, reads: "Resolved, that the sistent with the tenure statutes of the
(Continued on page 10)
History Department deems it
necessary to receive an explanation
from the appropriateadministrators
for apparent flaws in this year's
handling of its promotions .candidates by the A&S Promotions

DepartAmnsC
to omply

ActAfWifirmiatohinve
Guidlines

Committee which denied tenure or
promotion to History professors
recommended by all appropriate
departmental bodies."
The department yoted down an
amendment to the resolution which
would have changed the words
"deems it necessary to receive" to
"regrets that it has not received."
This amendmentwas rejected by an

by MARY

KLINGER

With full-time faculty hiring for
the 74-75 academic year currently
underway. The Heights conducted a
survey to examine whether the
departments and schools are following the recruitment practices
recommended by the Affirmative
Action Office at BC. These practices
11-10 vote.
are directed especially to attract
History Chairman John L. women, Blacks and other minorities
Heineman told The Heights that he to fill the departmental vacancies.
plement."
will notify A&S Dean Thomas
Several chairmen whom The
Last week the administrations of O'Malley S.J. today of the wishes of Heights spoke to, noted that with
BC and Newton met, along with the the department. If the Dean chooses federal pressure now behind minoriAcademic Senate of Newton, to dis- to provide sufficient information, ty hiring, and due to small percencuss immediate, as opposed to long the question of this year's tages of qualified minority
range, concerns.
promotions procedures will be members, many women. Blacks,
A few of these immediate condebatedby the History Department Spanish-surnamed or Orientals go
cerns for next year are the infirmary
at a meeting to be held this Friday.
to the top universities in the country.
and library. "Hopefully the service
Heineman, along with other Boston College's chances are then
will be merged between the two members of the department, felt lower to employ or retain members
campuses." Other concerns are that the resolution should in no way of these minorities on the faculty.
housing, which has acquired 300 be interpreted as a 'censuring' of the
Several units, including SOM and
spaces, 140 ofwhich will be given to university for the promotions Economics report women or Blacks
freshman from the applicant pool at
Newton. Transportation between
the schools will be handled in much
the same way as the service from
Cleveland Circle to BC, operating
17 hours a day."The logistics of
many problems haven't been worked
who will be on the committee. Dr.'s
Collins and Neuhauser might be invited to join the committee or act as
a resource: it's uncertain."
Dwyer explaining the role of the
Task Force said, "The problems
they'll handle are not the immediate
ones but more long range. They will
make major recommendations
which the administration will im-

out as yet.

As far as the faculty of Newton
College, since they are under contract for the coming year channels
for applications, or references have
not as yet been considered. Dwyer
commented, "I'm not sure whether
preference will be given to Newton
College faculty. Father Donovan's
office will have the final respon-

sibility."
Ms. Dwyer felt that BC will be
enhanced by the women from Newton College. "I know we're looking
forward to what they contribute."

that were on the full-time staff, having since been "hired away" by.- a
higher ranking school. In cases like
this, it should be noted that in order
to fill the vacancies the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare in
no way requires the universities to
lower their requirements for

positions. Thus, in a situation
described by Economics Chairman
Harold Peterson, where the only
women candidates interviewed so
far for the upcoming year are from
"second rate" graduate schools and
"don't compare with the white
males" talked to, the department is
under no obligation to lower" their
qualification standards just for the
purpose of hiring a woman.
The English department has
already completed its hiring for the
upcoming year. Three out of the
three vacancies have been filled by
women. They are Kristen Morrison,
who has been rehired, Glenda
Hobbs, who has her Ph.D. from
Harvard and Rosemarie Weiner,
whose doctorate is from BC.
The usual recruitment procedure
for the English Department includes
attending a national convention and
gathering there a list of applicants.
An ad is also placed in the MLA
catalogue emphasizing that BC is an
equal opportunity employer. Then,

from the applications, numbering
approximately 1150 this year, 125
were requested to supply the department with dossiers. Finally, 24 interviews were conducted.
English Chairman Paul Doherty
estimatesthat approximately 50% of
all applicants were women and approximately 60% of those interDean O'Malley visited Newton College last week to discuss the academic viewed were women.
problems which Newton students will be encountering during their transition
One Mexican-American was in(Continued on page 4)
from Newton College to BC. Photo by Campos.

NEWSBRIEFS
Monday, March 25
Tae Kwon Do, 7 pm, Campion
Auditorium.
.Black Student Forum meeting, 7
pm, Cushing 001.
Women and Career Options

presents a seminar on "Exploring
Your Interests and Aptitudes," 7
pm, McGuinn 3rd floor lounge.
History Department Majors
meeting, 3:30 pm, Murray
Conference Room.

SIMS meeting, 7:30 pm, McGuinn
sth floor lounge.
Black Forum Film Festival, Fulton
412, 8 pm. Sounder, Lady Sings the
Blues, Black Girl and Up Tight. Call
ext. 866 for more information.
Through March 27.

Tuesday, March 26
Program
Peace
and
War
Symposium, 4 pm, Cushing Faculty
Lounge.

Gold Key Society meeting, 4:15 pm,
Cushing. 001.
Society for Political Studies, Lec4:30 pm, McGuinn 3rd floor
lounge.

THE HEIGHTS
Mann, Boston

Prof. Michael
College professor of Economics and
formerly the Director of the Bureau
of Economics of the Federal Trade
Commission will speak on his experiences and"The Failure of Antitrust: Not Bad Regulators
Rather Distorted Incentives." All
invited.4:30 to 6:30 pm at McGuinn
3rd floor lounge.
?

The 314 Forum presents Prof. Pat
Gadban of the Sociology Department. A talk on"The Sociopolitical Analysis of Contemporary
Musicians," at Haley House, 314
Hammond St., 4:30-6 pm.
Refreshments served.
The singing group, "TJ and Karen"
will be performing an informal, hour
concert in Cheverus Lounge at 9 pm.
It's free.

Wednesday, March 27
West Side Story, 8 pm, McHugh
Forum, 50 cents admission. Now

through Friday.

Student-Faculty meeting for Speech
majors, 4 pm, Cushing 001.
Tae Kwon Do, 7 pm,

Campion.

Mass. Youth for Life, 7 pm,
McGuinn 211.
Resident Fellow Program, "Easy
Street," Charlie Chaplin classic,
7:30 pm in Roncalli Basement
Lounge; 9 pm in Hillside A Lecture
Room.
Science Fiction Club meeting, 7 pm,
McElroy 114.

Jewish Student Alliance presents
Josef Bonnivoku speaking on"The
Warsaw Ghetto and the Future
Generation," 8 pm, Cushing 001.

Thursday, March 28
Young Americans for Freedom
lecture on the Liberation Party, 3
pm, Murray Conference Room.

Yacht Club Sailing Team meeting,
4:30 at Murray Conference Room.
Chess Club meeting,
300.

6 pm, Fulton

Film and Media in the Future, 7 pm,
O'Connell Hall.

?

?

Study In CANADA
special six week
program In politics.
history & culture of
Canada. July 8-Aug. 16
$350. for room, meals &
tuition. Details, call
Dr. Sudhalter 444-3645

The PULSE Program will have a
very informal social gathering on
Thursday, March 28, in Murray
House at 7:30. All PULSE students,
faculty, and community supervisors
are invited.

Friday, March 29
The Northeast Coast Illini Club,
University of Illinois, will be having
a Founders Day Dinner Meeting at
the Sheraton Lexington Motor Inn
with the social hour beginning at 6
pm and dinner at 7:30 pm. The
feature speaker will be Dr. John
Corbally, President of the University of Illinois. Please contact Mr.
Flynn, at 253-4788.

Film Board presents Steve
McQueen starring in The Reivers, 7
and 9 pm each evening, McGuinn
Auditorium. Tickets at the McElroy
Ticket Booth, 12 noon-4 pm. Today
and tomorrow.
Guest Band at the BC Rathskellar, 8
O'Connell Middlemarch Ball.
Cocktail Party, 7:30 pm, at Murray
House.
pm. Resident Student Lounge

Saturday, March 30
Guest Band at the BC Rathskellar, 8

pm.

Black Student Forum presents
Earth, Wind and Fire and Grahm
Central Station in concert, 8 pm,
McHugh Forum. $4 admission.
O'Connell Student Union
pm.

event,

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

-11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material Is sold for
research assistance only.

presents Great Expectations and
Crime and Punishment, 7 pm,
O'Connell Mini Theatre.

Black Student Forum presents
Nikki Giovanni and the New York
Concert Choir, 8 pm, McHugh
Forum, $2 admission.

Monday, April 1

2

Premeds and predents: The deadline
for the receipt in Chicago of the
application for the Dental Admission Test is March 25. The deadline
for the receipt in lowa City of

the application for the Medical
College Admission Test is April 12.
Applications are available in the Office of the Premedical Advisor,
Higgins 261.

Summer Work Study: All students
wishing to apply for summer work
study must have submitted 1974-75
financial aid forms to the Financial
Women and Career Options Aid Office by the March 1 deadline.
Program "Focusing on the Career Sign up for the jobs will be held ii.
for You," 7 pm, McGuinn 3rd floor Gasson 217 during the weeks of
lounge. Dial ext. 2640 for further in- March 25-29 and April 1-5.
formation.
On Saturday, April 5 at 9 pm there
will be a special Palm Sunday
Liturgy in McElroy Dining Hall.
The Liturgy will feature Dr. Alexander Peloquin and the University
Chorale performing seasonal music.
Announcements
This will take the place of the midTickets for the final performance of night liturgy for this week.
the Boston Ballet, April 4, 5, and 6,
are now on sale. The Ballet will perThe Jewish Student Alliance will
form Swan Lake (Act 2), Fall River hold its annual Passover Seder on
Legend, Tarantella, and one other Friday, April 5, in the faculty dining
work. Tickets are $4. See Sue hall. Cost is $2.50 and tickets will be
Rosenstock, McElroy 141.
on sale in McElroy 111, March 26
through April 3. All are invited to
Tickets are also available for attend.
Associate Artists Opera Company's
production of Rossini's La CenerenPhotography Exhibit by Danny
tola, April 18 and 20. See Sue Lyons at UMass Art Gallery, 100
Rosenstock, McElroy 141, for more Arlington St., continues up until
information.
April 10.

8

All clubs and Organizations: The
Student University Guide is currently being revised for the 1974-75edition. Submit your information by
Monday, April 1.
Foreign Student Directories are
available in McElroy 229, Foreign

Small Claims Referral Service: Consumer, landlord and other ripoffs up
to $400 can be taken to SCC
without a lawyer. Open Thursday
and Friday, 12-4 pm, McElroy 228,
Mass. PIRG.

The PULSE Program is considering
Student Office. Pick one up between applicants for the 1974-75 PULSE
12 and 4 pm.
Council. Interested students can
pick up information and
An additional service for Foreign applications in the PULSE Office in
Students: Bob Fernando may be McElroy 117, starting Monday,
reached at 232-9123. If you have any March 18. Applications are due in
problems, why not speak to Bob.
on March 25, today.

The John Locke Society of Boston The Film Board needs new
College presents a lecture on "John members. Duties and responLocke's Influence on the American sibilitiesinclude collecting tickets at
Tradition." Speakers will be Dr.'s weekend movies and in assisting in
Kirk. Berns, and Faulkner. Murray the selection of films for next year.
Conference Room starting at 10 am. If you are interested and have a
Admission is free, and all are reasonableknowledge of films, leave
welcome.
your name and phone number with
Susan Rosenstock or Suzanne
Loughlin in Student Activities,

Sunday, March 31

Scuba Club meeting, 4 pm, Murray
Conference Room.

Jo-andy productions
presents

LIQUID LIGHTE

performing an original rock
opera, soon to be recorded

TRAGEDY OF THE INTELLIGENCE

(based on a play by Albert Camus)
written by Robert Graziadei
performed by LIQUIDE LIGHTE
produced by Simon Williams
Roberts Center, April 18th, 8:00 pm. free admission

Summer on Cape Cod
Thousands of Topics

O'Connell Film

Freaks Festival

Romance Languages French Film
Festival, 8 pm, Higgins 307.

Dr. Wolfe, Harpsichord Player, 8

14 Flicks presents Simon of the
Desert, a film by Bunuel with this
Resident Fellow Program, "On comic work again a target ofhis atDeath and Dying," 7 pm, O'Connell tacks, 7 pm, Fulton 412.
102.
Hatha Yoga, 7 pm, Campion FaculUGBC Alumni Student Relations ty Lounge.
Committee presents a Career Encounter Careers in Law, 7:30pm, Romance Language Film Series
Murray Conference Room.
presents Don Quixote, 7 and 9 pm,
Higgins 304.
SIMS, 7:30 pm, McGuinn 3rd floor
lounge.
Humanities Series presents Richard
Murphy, reading from his poems, 8
Sociology Department presents a pm, McGuinn Auditorium.
Poetry Reading, 8 pm, Devlin 008.

Kenneth Pitchford, effeminist and
author of "Color Photos of the
Atrocities" will be reading from his
poetry. Devlin 008, at 8 pm. All
welcome
donations encouraged.

Oldies Night at the Rathskellar.

pm.

ture,

Outing Club presents a Wilderness
Survival Lecture by Lyn Madison,
Veterans Affairs Coordinator, 5 pm,
Murray Conference Room.

Black Student Forum presents Louis
Farrakhan speaking on the Islamic
religion, 8 pm, Roberts Center.

Monday, March 25, 1974

Job Opportunities!!!
Pilgrim Industries offers personalized summer job placement
assistance for summer employment on Cape Cod. Just tell us the type
of job you would like and send it along with $3.00 and by return mail,
we will send you a list of at least ten employers hiring students in your
job category. Satisfaction Guaranteed!!
Send $3. to Pilgrim Industries, Box 633, Babson College, Babson
Park, Massachusetts 02157

SPRING MAVERICK. April is the
crudest month breeding sour term
papers from a dead semester. But
you can redeem the time, redeem the
dream, by joiningin the Dionysian
art feast called Spring Maverick at
Boston Collegeand Newton College
between April 15 and 20. Poetry,
Dance, Photography, Music,
Theatre, Art and graphics will ocMcElroy 141.
cur. If you are interested or chicly
disinterested, then call Pete Begans
Women and Men: The Student or Jim O'Neil at Haley House 232Transfer Center announces openings -6465. As T.S. Eliot once said,
for the two positions of student "Right on!"
codirectors for the academic year
1974-75. These positions provide an Attention Newton College Students:
unusual opportunity for those eligi- Boston College's Radio Stations,
ble for work-study. Applications are WVBC & WZBC (90.3 FM starting
available in McElroy 123 and must April Ist) are looking for people to
be returned by March 25, 1974. See help report Newton College news.
Jim or Marilyn.
Call the News Dept. at 332-3419.
Holy Hour Lenten Services: Rosary,

Meditation, Benediction. Saint

Mary's Chapel. Every Thursday,
6:30 to 7:30 pm.

termpapers

Deadline for all Newsbriefs is
Thursday at 12 noon.
Compiled by Tom Short.

termpapers

Quality, Originality Security
$2.75 per page

SEND NOW FOR LATEST CATALOG. ENCLOSE $2.00
TO COVER RETURN POSTAGE
Hours: Mon-Fri 12 noon - 8 p.m.; Sat 12 noon 5 p.m.

-

ESSAY SERVICES
57 Spadina Avenue, Suite 105
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Telephone: (416) 366-6549
Our research material is sold for research assistance only,
not as a finished product for academiccredit
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DiscutACHolenrfUadvPTenure
by MAUREEN O'CONNELL

The Massachusetts State,
Conference of the American
Association of University
Professors met Saturday, March
23rd at Wellesley College to propose
and discuss alternatives to the tenure
system. The AAUP which has over
90,000 members nationally, is
recognized as the profession's major
resource and referral body on
matters of academic freedom,
tenure, and due process, shared
authority and the governance of
colleges, student rights and freedom,
effective teaching, professional
ethics, and the economic status of
the profession.
The issue at the center of the
debate on faculty tenure rests ultimately on the severe economic
recession which is forcing cutbacks
in higher education. Featured
speaker, Dr. Marx Wartofsky, of
Boston University, suggested that
the problem must be viewed in the
long range. "We must wait," he
asserted, "for Nixon plus 2" or until
the money starts flowing again.
"Our job now is to mitigate the
effects of the crunch."
The long range goal of faculty unity and equitable tenure must be
founded on a sincere commitment
by both tenured and non-tenured
groups to "expand the available
resources so we will not have to say
either-or, but both," said Wartofsky. "The unity of the faculty
remains the key question until the
crisis can be overcome."
The threat which faces faculty
solidarity exists because of questions
of tenure and fiscal responsibility lie
with an administration which finds
itself in the unique position of being
able to cite the protection of the
tenure system and join with its
tenured faculty, resulting in a split
with those who do not have tenure.
Marx Wartofsky went further to say
that "the weakness of the faculty lies
in the fact that it believes that the
administration knows what it is doing when in fact, it is operating by
the seat of its pants."
The afternoon workshop sessions
carried the morning discussion into
further detail. The three topics included the Alternatives to the Tenure
System, The Tenure System in
Junior and Community Colleges, and
Tenure in Relation to Women and

Minorities.
Dr. Wartofsky called into question the objective basis of the tenure
system. "The problems are difficult,
deep and fundamental," he cautioned, "and are symptomatic of a
deeper crisis. There are no easy
answers to this problem which was
brought about by a profound change
in the economic status of University
professors."
The AA UP whose goals were outlined in 1915, jointly adopted in
1925, and redefined in 1940 have
managed thus far to maintain a
balance between the common good
and the needs of the individual. The
ultimate goal of education which is
the search for truth had to find practical application in a tenure system
which provided for economic security. For this reason the AAUP views
tenure as indispensable.
The problems which confront the
tenure system fall into a 5 point
framework as outlined by Dr. Wartofsky. The current "financial exigency" argument put forward by
administrators underlines the hard
economic fact of reduced faculty
openings coupled with a ravenous
inflation. The second consequence
results from depreciation without
replacement.
Dr. Wartofsky maintains that the
young non-tenured faculty member
views tenure as a "guild device
designed to keep them out whatever
the cost. They see it not as a means
to improvement or benefit but merely a preservation of the old guard."
Younger faculty members find
themselves moving out and not up as
they are easily replaced by others
who begin the trek all over again.
"The burdens of the economy are

plete understanding of the problem.
Secondly, the problem has to be
dealt with from the roots. And lastly, Wartofsky recommends that a
coherent approach be taken through
faculty action and organization. As
one professor put it, "We tend to
look at ourselves as professionals.
We shall have to stop and look at
how they (administrators) view us."

The general session was
dominated at times by the colorful
personality of Dr. Walter Adams,
one-time President of Michigan
State, and the present President of
the AAUP. Adams explained the
reasons for the serious attacks on
higher education these days. "We
are in a period of financial retrenchment which acts as a catalyst for internal dissension between administration and faculty." The atmosphere of mutual fear results
when faculty members ask 'Who
goes first?' when cutbacks are in
order.
The conflict is exacerbated by
claims from Affirmative Action
coalitions who seek a greater piece

represented at this area meeting of

the AAUP. The following

professors voluntarily attended
these meetings and workshops.
Among the nearly 125 professors

were John Randall of the English
Dept., R. Alan Lawson of History,
Nancy Vedeer of the Grad School of
Social Work, Paul Misner of
Theology, Edward Brooks of
Geology and Geophysics, Ritchie
Lowry of Sociology, and Robert
Brightman of Theology.
Professor Lawson of the History
department commented directly
after the general session on the issue
of faculty solidarity. "Boston
college faculty," he said, "have been
and are formally committed to the
goals and values of the AAUP. We
firmly agree," he continued, "that
tenure and non-tenure members
have a community ofinterests." He
noted that the original aim of the
AAUP since 1915 has been the
protection of the tenure system so
that the entire academic community
will benefit and so that standards
will be higher.

Bids for Food Service Solicited
BY FRANCIS QUINN

ing Office, will compile the prices.
This group will also visit comparably sized facilities operated by
those firms under consideration.
James P. Mclntyre, Vice President for Student Affairs, will make
the final decision. He told The
Heights he would "act on
recommendations of Joe
MacSweeney and Dick Collins of
Housing, together with John Smith
(Financial Vice President) on the
financial end." Collins, Assistant
Director of Housing, said the decision would be made "hopefully by

Solicitations for bids on the BC
food service contract will be mailed
from the Purchasing Office to at
least eight large food and beverage
consultant firms, according to
Joseph F. MacSweeney, Director of
Plant Services. Current contractor.
Saga Food Corp., will be among
those solicited.
Besides Saga, BC will solicit bids
from ARA Food Services Co.,
placed on the young," Wartofsky Custom Food Management System
Inc., The Macke Co., Service
added.
The fourth burden now realized is System Corp., Seder's Dining SerMay 15."
the double standard imposed by the vice, Servomation-Wilbur Inc., and
Besides serving 20 meals per week
upward shift in academic excellence. Stouffer Management Food System
to more than 2000 students on the
Here tenured professors, who at- Division.
tained their status before more
MacSweeney explained "each
stringent rules were enforced now sit firm will be given an opportunity to
and judge their junior colleagues. visit our facilities and anticipate
The resulting crisis in faculty morale their prices." A 30 to 40 day exis exacerbated by the emphasis on amination period will be extended to
the probationary period as a rule in- those firms expressing interest in by CHRISTINE BRESNAHAN
stead of a precautionary device.
Jim Moran's Executive Cabinet
bidding. After submission of bids, a
In summary, Dr. Wartofsky group composed of UGBC Food appointees were approved last
maintains that a recognition of the Committee members, accompanied Wednesday night by the UGBC
burden which the tenure system by representatives from Caucus. Joe David, Pat Casey, and
MacSweeney's office and the Houscarries is indispensable to a comDan Malloy have established their

Board plan, the food contract also
includes serving cafeterias in
McElroy, Kirkwood, the Law
School, Lyons, the Eagles' Nest,
Snake & Apple, the Faculty Dining
Hall and the President's Dining
Hall.
The price of the student board
plan has remained at $600 for the
past 1 1 years. During the '73
summer, students were informed the
price would increase to $650 in
1974-75. Collins said that after bids
have been awarded, his office hopes
to develop "optional board plans"
under which students could contract
for part(s) of the service. "Full price
would not exceed $650," he said.

UGBC Cabinet Approved

Women's Center Attempts
BY MARY DONCHEZ
BC Women's Resource Center,
which sponsors a large number of
programs and services for women, is
presently engaged in an effort to
secure enough space to accomodate
these programs. "We offer as many,
if not more programs than any other

of the academic pie for women and
minorities.
Dr. Adams pointed up an important irony in the internal financing
of institutions and especially the
decisions made at the administration level. For example he noted that
if the Athletic Dept. needed new turf
or if the Administration found a
need for a new vice-president 'the
money would come right off the top.
"But what about the residual
share?" he queried. "We are the
peasants. The real power and the
real difference will lie in the allocation of resources on campus. We
must get the faculty a voice in thedecision, which it now lacks and
which it must have."
Instead of a hiring freeze which
has been initiated in many schools
Dr. Adams proposed an alternative
of partial or early retirement so that
the new blood which is so vital to the
institution, to the student clientele
and to the population as a whole can
be utilized.
Boston College was well

organization on campus," said one

of the women affiliated with the
center, "and we have to work in the
smallest space."
The Center occupies McElroy
122, which was originally supposed
to be a temporary location.
However, after several meetings

Staff members of the Women's Center have requested a larger space for
their increasing resources, photo Maglione

to

Secure More Space

with Carol Wegman, Director of
Student Activities and Joseph
Mclntyre, Vice President ofStudent
Affairs, and the circulation of a petition calling for more space, which
was signed by more than 200
women, the Center has still not
received any definite response.
"It's a kind of putting-off," said
Eileen Barrett, a staff member.
"They have been asked to redefine
points again and again, which the
women feel are already perfectly
clear," she went on. "We have to rewrite our philosophy in order to get
a definite answer about space," said
one woman. "We've already done
that twice."
"The main point," said Maureen
Dezell, another woman involved in
the Center, "is that the place is obviously overflowing. A big problem
is that when women come in with
personal problems there's no place
to discuss them. With four people in
it the place is a zoo."
Nevertheless, the Women's
Center continues to offer many essential and meaningful services to

the women of the BC community.
There is a fairly extensive' library
which is in constant use, and
referrals are available for dealing
with such problems as birth control,
mental health, abortion, and child
care centers. Each semester a course
entitled Introduction to Feminism is
offered, which is accredited by the
Philosophy Department. Presentations on rape by the women from
the Rape Crisis Center, and on selfdefense have been well attended, as
was a film program which was
offered first semester. A self-defense
program being offered this semester
has an enrollment of 30 women.
The Women's Center is in constant contact with other women's
groups in the city, and many of the
women involved with the Center are
also working on outside projects.
The Center has a very informal,
relaxed atmosphere, and it encourages women to drop in, whether
they want to use the facilities, or if
they just want to talk to someone.
Meetings are held once a week, on
Thursdays at 3:00 pm, and are open
to all women.

administration's long range goals,
but, in Moran's words, feel that at
this early date, "The entire government hasn't settled into rhythm
yet."

The officers envision some of
their most important overall goals
to be implementing the AAB
proposals; providing opportunities
and encouragement for students, especially underclassmen, to get involved in student government; trying
to insure that student opinion and
interest is given the most possible
weight in every decision making
process throughout the University.
Pat Casey, Executive Assistant
for Student Affairs, feels her duties
are, "beginning to fall into place. I
have two definite jobs:preparing the
Freshman Register and the
newsletter in summer." Otherwise
her responsibilities cover, "Basically
anything affecting students that is
Saga, parking,
nonacademic
I'm called upon to aphousing
point people to committees around

....

the university ... I want to represent on the committeesthe diversity
of students
to provide an atmosphere open enough for all

...

students."
Joe David, Executive Assistant
for Academic Affairs, feels his
responsibilities "are less tangible
than Pat's. I have to establish a
working relationship with administrators and faculty, meet with
them." Acknowledging that part of
(Continued on page 12)
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Departmental Response
(Continued

from

to

backward,"

Also, as mentioned before, in the
MLA catalogue BC is listed as an
equal opportunity employer,
however Doherty stated that "he
saw it done somewhere and it seemed like a nice thing to put down" but
was not aware that it was a requirement of the Affirmative Action Office.
John Heineman, Chairman of the
History Department informed The
Heights that onewoman, with a doctorate from Stanford, Marjory
Farrar, has been hired for the
French history position. There are
two other openings for full time
faculty and a woman is under close
consideration for at least one of
those positions. One man has
already been hired for the American
history position.

Affirmative Action Mixed

Two out of two Blacks.applying
for positions have been interviewed.
No advertising was done in
minority publications but Heineman
states that "a strenuous effort was
made to attract Black and minority
candidates." Ads placed in the
professional journal, The American
Historical Association, specified interest in Blacks and women. Also,
The American Historical
Association's placement service for
women was contacted.
The School of Nursing reports
four positions open for next year.
There are presently no Blacks on the
faculty and none have applied for
next year. However, statistics from
the COROW Report show that in
1971-72, the national percentage of
Black faculty in Nursing was zero.
Contact has been established with
a Black college in an effort to obtain
recommendations. Also, ads have
been placed in the major
professional journals.
Associate Dean of SOM,
Christopher Flynn reports that one
contract out of six, is currently in
the mail to a Black candidate.
As of yet, the SOM faculty is
totally male. National faculty
percentages citedfrom the COROW
Report lists 3% women and 2%
Blacks in 71-72.
The department first contacts all
graduate schools which give doctorate degrees. The letter sent out
states a particular interest in women
and other minorities. Basically
though "Affirmative Action makes
sure the process is carried out,"

Chairman of the Mathematics
department, Joseph Sullivan reports
"no particular problem with women
in Math" (two out of 22 on the present faculty are women) but states

that "Blacks are very scarce." Yet,
the COROW Report lists the
national faculty percentage of
Blacks in Math as 3% for 71-72 and
as only 6% for women.
When questioned about minority
recruitment for the three positions
open next year, Sullivan said "Affirmative Action placed ads they feel
will be effective for us."
Although there are no positions
open in'the Chemistry department
for next year, Chairman Robert
O'Malley informed The Heights
that there were no minority
members on his faculty. He then
went on to explain that "the situation of trying to find a Black person
qualified in Chemistry is very difficult" and cited a survey from an
undisclosed source reporting 18
Ph.D.s in the country. Although the
COROW statistics do not report
specifically on Black faculty with
doctorate degrees, 3% of the
national figure in Chemistry is
Black.
Also, 6.8% of doctorate degrees
in Chemistry from 1960 to 1969
were awarded to women. Presently
there are no women in the

Chemistry department.
Although the national figures for
the numbers of Blacks and women
receiving doctorate degrees within
the last year are not available, it
would seem that these percentages
would be going up, not down, and,

Flynn reports.

West Side Story Opens Wednesday
BY DEIDRE FRONTCZAK
On the 27th, 28th, and 29th of
March the gym at McHugh Forum
will become the stage of a new West
Side Story. Based on the original
conception of Jerome Robbins, with
music by Leonard Bernstein, the
show will incorporate a full chorus
and orchestra, and will be the first
musical venture of such dimensions
at Boston College.Curtain time is 8»
p.m., and admission only fifty cents
with BC ID.
The production has been directed,
choreographed, and staffed entirely
by university students, under the
sponsorship of the Cultural Committee of UGBC. West Side Story
was undertaken on the initiativeof a

small group ofBC students concerned with expanding the availability of
cultural resources on campus, from
both audience and participant
perspectives. In view of somewhat
limited departmental programs in
the various arts, a production such
as this can offer exceptional experience in all aspects of theatrical
and musical arts, as well as a level of
entertainment seldom available
wrthin college communities.
Under the direction of Bob
Duggan, with choreography by
Osborn Hunter, the show has given
full scope to the originality,
enthusiasm, and talents of its student personnel. However, performances have been immeasurably
enhanced by the expert guidance and
experience of Muriel Beasor as
HYPERACTIVITY
I am interested in speaking with persons who musical
director, and of Noel
personal
have had
experiences with
hyperkinesis. or who have children who are Fraterrigo as vocal coach and parthyperactive. Information necessary for a time Maria. Fraterrigo's assistance
research paper. Confidentiality assured. is now of particular interest to BC
Reply: Suffolk University, c/o Student Ac?

?

music students, as she is presently
serving on the faculty of Newton
College in a similar capacity. In acquiring the College, we have not
only inherited a genuine, if small
theatre, but also the benefit of such
highly gifted professional artists.
West Side Story was selected for
its obvious contemporaneity and the
urgency of its relevance to a
youthful cast and audience. Michael
Barnett and Katherine Ring relive
the budding affair between Tony
and Maria against the background
of "cool" warfare between the
Sharks and Jets. With the jazz and
drama of the fifties emerge and excitement and a depth that should
provide a delightful and moving
evening of entertainment. McHugh
seats quite a few people, so invitations are extended to all
greasers, music-lovers, and cultural
fanatics to join this week's festivities
at the Gym.

tivities. Beacon Hill, Boston. Mass. ATTN:
Ms. Palmer

EUROPE
AFRICA
ISRAEL
Travel discounts year round
International Student Travel Center
739 Boylston St., Suite 113
Boston. Tel (617) 267-1122
?

INTERESTED IN NO-FRILLS LOW
COST JET TRAVEL to Europe, the Middle
East, the Far East. Africa? EDUCATIONAL
FLIGHTS can help you find the least expensive way to get there. Phone us toll-free at
(800) 223-5569.

I. would be highly appreciative if someone
would return a brown wallet, lost at the
recplex. to lost & found, i need the personal
papers badly, thank you for your cooperation
in this matter. M.C. ext 305 Bapst.
Need a spring tune-up? I'll tune most any car
$10 & parts. Specialize in Brit, and Jap.
cars. Mike, 965-0897/Mod 27A.
?

veterans/dependants

a job' check in at
the office of veterans affairs
room 226 Mcelroy or call ext
2661
looking for
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terviewed this year but he did not
meet the qualifications.
To Doherty's knowledge, there
were no Black applicants this year
and only one Black interviewed both
last year and in 1970. Yet, according
to the COROW Report of May
1972, the national percentage of
Blacks on university faculties in
English was 5% for the year 71-72.
The English department contacted no Black organizations but
Doherty feels that "anybody in the
profession who wants a job goes to
the MLA" and "it's not like there
are several sources" for recruiting.
Doherty views a central
clearinghouse as
"more
democratic"and feels that referring
to Black or women colleagues for
recommendations would be "a step

?
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f
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Hughes Receives Award
BY JIM MALONE
Professor Everett C. Hughes, a
visiting professor of sociology at
BC, has received the Bronislaw
Malinowski Award "in recognition
of a distinguished career in the field
of applied anthropology." The
Award was presented by the Society
of Applied Anthropology at their
annual meeting in the Boston Statler
Hilton on March 15.
Professor Hughes, a teacher for
45 years, has been a memberof the
Society of Applied Anthropology
since its inception in 1941. He served
as President of the Society in 1952.
"I'm one of the old timers," he said,
"I've been here from the beginning."
The Award itself is named after
Bronislaw
Malinowski.
"Malinowski was one of the most
famousof modern anthropologists,"
he stated. "The aim of the society is
to try to put to use some of the
theories of anthropology and the
social studies."
In addition to these efforts, the
Society also publishes a magazine
called Human Organization. The
Society is made up of Sociologists,
Anthropologists, nurses, doctors
and other medical people. "It's a
small society," says Hughes, "and it
deals with people's problems."
Along with receiving the award on
March 15, Hughes gave a speech entitled "Who Studies Who?" He
summarized it as a "history of
anthropological field work." He
recently co-authored a book with
four other professors for the
Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education Series. The title is
"Education for the Professionals of
Medicine, Law, Theology, and

I

Social Welfare." Mr. Hughes
remarked that this work was "one of
the major ones" in the series.
Mr. Hughes was born in Beaver,
Ohio, and received his A.B. from
Ohio Wesleyan University in 1918,
and received his Ph.D. from the
University of Chicago in 1928
(Sociology and Anthropology). He
has held Professorships at McGill
University, University of Chicago
(Department Chairman-Sociology),
Brandeis University, and Boston
College. He has received honorary
degrees from Boston College
(LL.D.), Michigan State University
(L.H.D.), and Ohio Wesleyan
University (L.H.D.) to name a few.
"I spent most of my career at the
University of Chicago. I first retired
before I came here." Professor
Hughes also taught for a short time
at Brandeis University. He retired
from there in 1968. Shortly after
that, he was contacted by Boston
College and asked to come out of
retirement. He has stayed here ever
since, and he says"I have no intention of leaving."
When asked if he has seen any
change in the attitudesand behavior
of people in general over the years
Hughes said, "I'm not a sourpuss on
the human race. We have our
problems, and I think we can solve
them. I don't think people have
changed very much, and remember
the great thing about our country is
that we are a mixed people." Finally, Hughes sat back and remarked
with a twinkle in his eye, "Yes, I
think it rather nice that a Protestant Minister's son has the opportunity to teach at a Catholic
college."

AL

JGODSPELL COMES HOME!

-

EVES 7=30 MATS WED & SAT at 2:00
The world's most popular
musical returns to the

...

I
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Grad Position Available
The GSA (Graduate Student Association) is now accepting
applications for the position of Co-ordinator.
The job en'ails 15 hours per week. Duties include coordinating and promoting the GSA's various activities in
representing graduate student interests: both curricuiar and
non-curricular. Also, involved is manning and managing the
GSA office, telephone and maintaining office hours. The coordinator is also the primary representative of the GSA to the administration and University.
The co-ordinator position is a demanding one. If you have
ideas, energy, and foresight to see them through; if you care
about graduate student life at BC; if you like to talk to people and
the co-ordinator position on the GSA
help people and lead
?

PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE: WES. THRU THURS. 8 P.M. / FRI. 8 SAT. 8 S 10 PM / SUN. 3 & 8 P.M.
PRICES: TUES.-FRI. 6.50-5.00 / SAT. 7.50 & 6.00 / SUN. 6.50 & 5.00

74 WARRENTON STREET

It is difficult to find

determine if individual departments
are doing a good job of recruiting,
but this survey didjndicate that considerably more effort could be exerted by some of the departments
true test to contacted.

£&

anything."

"Outrageously
Funny"
?Herald American

years ago.

1

jjl

says that Euell
Gibbons will
eat

uS«-

the years go on, the percentage of
minority faculty at BC should climb.
It is evident that we are already far
behind the national averages of 2
as

542-9441

,

S

may be for you.
The position carries a $2,000 stipend and tuition remission.
Applications may be picked up in the GSA Office (McElroy
104). Deadline for applications is April 12, 1974.
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Jensen Theory Discussed

BY ANTHONY LUCENTE
The subject of a forum held last
Thursday in McGuinn Auditorium
on "Race, IQ, and Genetics" dealt,
with the relationship between an individual's performance on an IQ test
and his racial origins. This question
rose out of a theory proposed by the
psychologist Jensen. Panelists were
Prof. Michael Lewis (Psychology)
and Prof. Norman Daniels
(Philosophy), both of Tufts University.
Professor Lewis opened the discussion with comments concerning
racial determinism, explaining that
it reached its peak toward the end of
the nineteenth century and then died
down. With thework of Jensen, "the
latest of the scientific racists," interest has been revived.
According to Lewis, there are
three basic points in Jensen's
argument: (!) IQ is a highly inheritable characteristic. As far as
whites go, it is 80% inheritable; there
is no data concerning blacks, but it
is probably highly inheritable in

blacks also. (2) Blacks score much
lower on IQ tests than whites.
Therefore, IQ is genetically determined. (3) IQ causes success. IQ can
be viewed as a measure of intelligence correlated with success in
school and later life.
Professor Lewis went on to attack
the nature of IQ tests, claiming that
they are definitely biased. He stated
that performance on an IQ test is
not equal to intelligence. He also
said that although IQ tests are supposed to correlate with established
criteria for success, they do not
prove who can benefit from
educational experience, or who
would be successful in later life.
Lewis criticized various tests
stating that they are "culture
bound." The test is tied to middle
class values. Blacks don't do as well
because specialized content is not a
part of their cultural background
and they should not be expected to
understand these things. "Analogies
are especially culture laden." Jensen
responds to this by stating that

for the 1974Democratic nomination
for U.S. Senator from New
Hampshire, talked about his campaign and voiced his opinions on
political issues last Monday evening
in McGuinn Lounge.
Radway stated that "if the
primary election were held
tomorrow, John Durkin, the insurance commissioner and other
Democratic contender would win it
because he is better known in the
state." Radway believes he is "closing the gap on Durkin" and discussed his campaign walk to advance his
position.

*

He described the rationale, the
reactions of the people, and the
issues that emerged. He also outlined his plans following his walk
(which ends on March 26) and addressed himself to questions raised
by those attending the meeting.
Radway explained that he "lives
in the northwest part of New
Hampshire
far from the bulk of
the population and quite the opposite from the democratic Party in
the state which is heavily Catholic,
largely Franco-American, mostly
urban, working people." He is walking from the Canadian border to the
Massachusetts state line in order to
"get acquainted with the state and
learn what's going on in peoples'
minds." Through this, he hopes to
remedy "the problem of his campaign."
He said that the people are reacting to his walking campaign in
three ways. They believe that he is
"credible, tough and really cares."
Radway also said that two sets of
issues emerged. People cited
regional problems but their "overarching concerns were inflation, fuel
shortages, refineries, and the
slipperiness of politicians."
During the period following the
campaign walk Radway hopes to
put an organization together and
raise money. Thus far, he has raised
$6,000 ($2,000 of which was selfdonated) toward the legal limit of
$60,000. Radway said that his
biggest donation is $150 and contrasted this amount with the contributions that the Republican opponent and incumbent, Louis Wyman,
has received from Clement Stone,
Murray Chotiner, Howard Hughes
and others. Radway reiterated his
optimism and answered questions
from those attending. The following
?

.

illustratehis views on various issues:
? Impeachment: "I feel that on
tax grants alone there may be a basis
for impeachment."
? Campaign reform: "I am very
sympathetic to major reform in
campaign financing."
? Refineries: "I wouldn't ram it
down the throats of a community."
? Highway Trust Fund: "I am
strongly in favor of supporting mass
transit and don't believe in special
funds of this kind."

blacks simply have a "developmental lag." Behind their defects is a
basic lapse in their ability to conceptualize and deal with abstract information.
Another criticism made by Lewis
was that it is usually white examiners who do the testing of
blacks. When black examiners give
the IQ test to other blacks, they do
have a beneficial effect on the
results. Lewis concluded by stating
that "IQ tests don't test intellectual
capacity, but Jensen is by no means
a quack."
Prof. Daniels followed, centering
his discussion on the political implications of the Jensen theories.
"Jensen, with his theory, is making
a serious statement about
educational policy." They are not
crackpot ideas, but they are false.
"Jensen is a racist," said Daniels.
The fact that IQ is 80% inheritableis
a dominant position, but according
to Daniels there is "no data that
would give a direct estimate." He
went on to say that "IQ predicts

at

BC

? Defense: "I believe the US
should move troops out of Asia and
Europe" and "am not a supporter of
an all-volunteer army on moral and
military grounds."
Radway, who teaches a class at
Harvard on "Politics in New
Hampshire," has been a professor of
political science at Dartmouth
College for twenty-four years. During the past two years he has also
served as assistant Democratic
leader in the state legislature.

Campanula's System Information
To Set Management Standards
BY MICHAEL P O'CONNOR
Executive Vice President Dr.
Frank B. Campanella has announced the formation of a team of
systems analysts to be known as the
Systems

and Information

Group.

According to Dr. Campanella, this
group will "identify information
needs, set standards, develop information systems for top and middle
management, and begin to integrate
the many administrativesystems we
now have."
Campanella named Bernard
Gleason to head the group, under
the title of Associate Director. The
team itself, said Campanella, "will
consist of existing analysts working
at the Computer Center in Gasson
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NH Senate Contender Speaks
BY MARY PAT McENRUE
Laurence Radway, a candidate

Monday.

"substitute" function. He mentioned that Boston College would be
"shifting gears" to cope with "new
needs" which must be faced each
a

year.

Administrators will now be able

to project estimates and alternatives
in plotting the budget, Academic

Planning or university space. It is
felt that with a broad, universitywide range of data which is "accurate and timely", more immediate
and beneficial decisions can be
reached.
Gleason reaffirmed the expectations of the Administration. He
considered the perfecting of the individual "functional systems" as
Hall, plus one new programmer." only "stage one" and interpreted the
Since the systems group will be group's goal as one of implementing
working at the Computer Center, these systems into a cohesive whole.
and, in Campanella's words, "In the former situation," he stated,
"because of the great in"each 'custodial group' (individual
terdependence between the develop- agencies of the College) had only
ment of management systems and their own information available to
the computing hardware required to them" and gave the example of "an
support them," the Systems and Inoffice receiving a certain set of
formation Group will be functioning figures and discovering a month
under the overall direction of Fr. later that the same figures no longer,
Joseph Pomeroy, the Director of the correspond." His team is forComputer Center.
mulating more thorough comCampanella emphasized the in- munication between offices so a
tention of "integrating"the separate "final picture" may be grasped.
data systems which provide inforIn discussing the application of
mation for all major aspects of the the new system to student life,
University including registration, Gleason denied any connotationof a
housing, accounting, etc. Having "Big Brother" type atmosphere.
reached this goal, the group will be Only "necessary" data will be used
able to provide to Administrative in this area so as to aid Department
and Academicofficers "on a regular Chairmen, Counselors, etc. He addbasis, the kinds of information they ed that the group will be able to
require to make sound decisions."
close the "information gap"
Responding to a question concerbetween faculty and students, and
ning the departure of the Office of concluded that the project, "already
Institutional Research, Dr. Cam- partly operational,"will aid the Adpanella denied that the new Systems ministration through "management
and Information Group would fulfill type reporting."

5

The connection between race, IQ, and genetics was discussed in a forum last
Thursday. Photo by Carlton.
next to nothing about success. Every have been cut drastically. Gains
one of Jensen's theses are deeply made in the 60's are rapidly disembedded in our culture. If you're appearing. "We must fight Jensen
smart you get ahead. Well, it's the not just because he's a quack but
American myth. We must attack because he's more; he has the aura
Jensen not because it's quackery, of science draped over him. He is
but because racism is solidly en- pulling together ideas that people

trenched in American culture."
Daniels noted that in recent years
black enrollment at various colleges

consider as science, but they are a
racist science. It's a snazzy way of
saying that blacks are stupid."

SOM Considers MBA
BY EMILY REYNOLDS
The Educational Development

Group, a subcommittee of the SOM
Senate, voted unanimously to make
a formal recommendation to the
Senate for the approval of the five
year Master of Business Administration program on Wednesday, March 20.
As a result of the vote, SOM
Dean Kelley will present the
recommendation at the next Senate
meeting for approval and/or implementation.
Details of the program have not
been worked out as yet. Currently
under consideration are two plans, a
4-1 plan, that would provide four
years of undergraduate work and
oneyear of graduate, and a 3-2 plan,
providing for three years undergraduate and two graduate.
\u25a0 According to Prof. Charles
Olivieri, a member of the EDG subcommittee, this would only be a
pilot program with a few specially
selected students participating.
Chairman of the subcommittee
Alfano feels that the major
beneficial points of a five year
program are the savings of time and
tuition, and better quality students
this type of program would attract.
However, the members of the EDG
realize that there are some serious
considerations that a prospective
student must examine.
Raymond Keyes, Assistant Dean

of the SOM Graduate School, warned that students should guard
against the false idea that this
program would be the same as the
present one except for one less year
of graduate school. He said that this
program "is modelled after a full
two year MBA program."
Some of the faculty object to this

program because they feei that some
BC undergrads should go on to
other schools. In a similar program

in the school of A&S, some of the

grads feel that the accelerated
program leaves them little time for

extra-curricular activities and puts
them at a disadvantage with grads
not in the program who have more
time and less pressure to complete
their studies.
Chairman Alfano personally feels
that the 3-2 plan would be best
because the present structure of the
grad program should be preserved,
and three years is usually enough
time for a student to complete undergraduate work.
The EDG subcommittee, from the
results of the voting, is optimistic
about the program (as seen by the
result of the voting). The power of
implementation, however, lies in the
SOM Senate, who will make the
final decision at their next meeting.
If adopted, the plans will be further
researched, with a hope for the initiation of the program in 1975.

BC
Tries Cushing Dorms Again
(Continued

from page 1)
legal opinion they should have present their arguments including
appealed the decision of the Board charges of letters sent to the Board
of Appeals," stated Dow, referring by Fischer Hill residents after the
to a rule of procedure that allows hearing, which BC contends they
anyone to appeal the board's deciwere not informed about.
sion by filing papers with the
The college will also present
municipal court. This appeal arguments questioning the right of a
however must be filed within two municipality to deny them a permit
weeks of the Board's decision. For to an educational institution on such
unexplained reasons, BC let this "vague and narrow grounds," accordate go by without filing. Asked if ding to the college's attorney.
he felt mismanagement or mistakes Originally the Sisters of the Sacred
by BC administrators led to the Heart were forced to appeal their
denial, Campanela replied, "I'll decision all the way to the
take responsibility for any mis- Massachusetts' State Supreme
Court before gaining permission to
takes."
If the Planning Board after con- construct the building twenty years
sultation with town counsel reaf- ago. The dorms if used will provide
firms its decision to send the matter Boston College with an additional
to the Board of Appeals, it will not 160 beds, still 100 short of the
come up before the Board for at amount needed to forestall a housleast a month. BC then intends to ing shortage next fall.
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Newton College: Third Aisle on the Right

Secret Letters: Tenure Takes a Turn for the Worse
by JOHN McDONOUGH
Last October, A&S Dean Thomas
O'Malley decided to allow certain
members of the History Department to
send secret letters to the A&S
Promotions Committee to express their
opinions on History candidates for
promotion or tenure. While the sending
of individual letters is normal procedure,
such letters have always been sent along
with thefull report of the department on
promotions candidates; thus, points raised in the letter can be discussed before
the department, and the candidates for
promotion can respond to any charges
made against themselves.
In the case of History, neither the
department nor the candidates knew of
the letters' contents. Furthermore, the
letters raised points dealing with intradepartmental, political matters, a consideration statutorily divorced from the
tenure process. Thus far, O'Malley and,
by inference, University President J.
Donald Monan have defended the right
of faculty to communicate their feelings
in such a manner. Before the rest of the
BC community decides on this issue, it
should answer three important questions
concerning the sending of secret letters:
1) is it legal; 2) is it appropriate; and
3) is it in the best interests of students
and faculty?
Is it legal: the answer to this question
rests on one's own interpretation of a line
in the University Statutes. The section on
Promotions Procedures contains the
following sentence: "Individual faculty
members within the College, School or
Department may file individual
statements, supporting or dissenting
from the recommendation, with the appropriate Promotions Committee."
Taken, by itself, this sentence allows
faculty members to send statements
directly to a promotions committee.
However, taking tfet sentence within
the context of its entire paragraph, which
deals with the proper procedure with a
school or department, puts it in a
different light. That paragraph, and in
fact that entire section in which the
paragraph is contained, deals with the
promotions procedure at its lowest level,
the department. So, while taken alone,
the sentence supports secret letters, taken
within the context of the section, the
sentence would suggest that these letters
be sent up through the department.
Prof. Richard Huber, Dean of theLaw
School, and one of the drafters of the
Statutes, supports this latter interpretation. "A literal reading," he said "would
permit individual letters to go up
but
we were thinking in terms of this being
sent up as part of the entire package,
since that is the paragraph that deals with
the chairman." He went on to say that
secret letters could actually serve to undermine the departmental process since
"the chairman's report should represent
a departmental consensus where all views
should be taken into account."
Is it appropriate: another way to
phrase this question is to ask, does the
sending of secret letters violate the rights
of a candidate for promotion or tenure?
The 1971 edition of "AAUP Policy
Documents and Reports," in its section
on promotions policy, states that "under

.

.

those circumstances when personal,
negative judgements are made, those
judgements should be made through 'normal -channels.' O'Malley himself admitted that the sending of secret letters
was under unusual circumstances; cer-V
tainly neither he nor Monan would want
to make the sending of secret letters
which bypass the departments a 'normal
channel.'
Therefore, when the A&S Promotions
Committee accepted a letter from
History Prof. Silas Wu, (see Heights,
March 18, 1974) which rendered 'personal, negative judgements' on History
Prof. R. Alan Lawson, and bypassed the
'normal channel,' in this case the History
Department, Lawson's rights as a
professor were violated, at least according to the American Association of
University Professors.
Sociology Prof. Ritchie Lowry agreed
that the secret letters were "totally inappropriate
it's not even OK in an
everyday sense." He said that under any
circumstances, a person should have the
opportunity to offer counter evidence to
any charges made against that candidate.
Lowry further stated that the matter of
secret letters "is the same thing that
happened to Mary Daly." He said that in
that case, certain persons in theTheology
Department would write secret letters to
certain persons on the Promotions Committee criticizing speeches that Daly
made at one time or another. "If I have a
real concern about somebody," he added,

.

.

"I'll do it through the appropriate
departmental channel."
Is it beneficial to students and faculty:
thecommonsense reaction of many faculty and students to the idea of secret
letters is that those letters must have
something to hid, whether that be
blackballing, character assassination or
whatever.
For students, it places them one step
further away from a process in which
they hold little faith now. It creates a fear
and mistrust that letters which deal with
political matters will be given undue
weight, when it seems only just that such
letters should be immediately discarded.
Most students terms the accepting of
secret letters as 'simply outrageous.'
For a number of junior faculty in the
History Department, the letters have
created personal and professional anger,
personal because what happened to Lawson and Buni could just as easily happen
to them, and professional because of the
very idea of accepting secret letters.
One junior faculty person said: "If the
published reports are true, then the persons about whom the letters were written
were denied due process
The only
conclusion one can draw is that they [the
letters] were meant to blackball."
Another called the letters 'unconscionable,' and likened the accepting
of therri to the methods of the "Spanish
Inquisition and McCarthyism where action was taken against individuals on the
grounds of secret accusations." Still

.. .
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by JOHN BRENNAN
/ had this horrible dream the other
night. It was 1984, and Boston College
had gone bankrupt. The Trustees had
decided that it was impossible to raise
tuition above $10,000 a year, and made
the decision to call it quits.
BC had received many inquiries on
their land. The Flatley Company had
offered to take itfor an apartment com-

.
..

another described the situation as
denial of the most elementary forn
due process ~ when you're tall
about the rights of an individual, th«
an obligation to bring objections out i
the open. It seems to me that's elen
Even if the letters arenot rea
tary
casts a shadow on the process."
As to whether the sending of se
letters concerns junior faculty becau
also might happen to them, one pc:
said "Yes, very definitely." Others \
not quite as certain. One said, "I g
so," while another admitted "it certa
confuses the process."

* * *

It would seem that we could draw t

conclusions regarding the sending
secret letters. I) it's legal, but only
narrow sense; 2) it is totally ir

plex, but only if Father James Devlin
would take the job as landlord. But President Monan and Father Donovan had
opted to sell to U.Mass instead.
In the dream, Monan was giving
U.Mass's president a tour of the campus,
ropriate; and 3) it is in no way in the

interests of students and faculty.
One would think that at a time when
;nure is as criticized as it is today, adlinistrators would want to do all within
leir power to instill confidence in that
ystem, and to insure that no one's legal
r moral rights are violated. Many peole are sick of tenure, and many are disusted with it. The accepting of secret
:tters only confirms the suspicions of
tese people about the inherent untirness of the tenure process.
Monan and O'Malley should make it
lear that secret letters will not be
ccepted in the future. At the same time
icy should allow an independent faculty
jmmittee to determine whether Lawson
r Buni's rights were violated. Faith must
est

B restored

in BC's tenure procedures.

and I overheardpart of the conversation:
"Well, Father, I want you to know
we're going to take really good care of
this land here.

HERE§"
"Yes, Mr. President. I only hope you
remember that Boston College had its
own liberal traditions
if you could re?

tain some of them ..."
"Oh, we will, we will. We really love

what you've done here. Especially that
Alumni Stadium. Tell me, why did you
put that plastic dome over it?"
"Many reasons. The football team
didn't want to play in the cold weather,
and the alumni didn't want to sit there."

THEREf

Psychology courses. For a while we
rented Hynes Auditorium but we had to
cancel classes during the boat show."
"I see. But wasn't the dome expen-

sive?"

"$30,000,000 even with financing from

HUD. But what could we do? Football
andpre-med are important, aren't they?"
"I suppose so, Father. But tell me,
what are those little grey shacks over
there?"
"Those are the modulars. They were
an attempt to provide livable student
housing ..."
"But nothing else around here looks
like them."
"Oh, we only tried it once. Then we increased enrollment again and they
became obsolete. That's when we rented
the John Hancock Tower and the
Wellesley Office Park."
"You certainly did pack them in BC.
What was your final enrollment.
Father?"
"Only45,853. But we were planning on
bigger
a
class next year."
"Where were you going to put them?"
"You see, the Chestnut Hill Mall was
up for sale and we thought we
might ..."
Some of you might renember the days
when your mother went shopping in that

corner grocery store. The people who ran
the place knew all their customers, and
when you walked in you got a big hello
and a smile. They were interested in you
and your family, and they always asked
how everybody was. It was important
that you went out their door happy and
satisfied, and they made sure everything
they sold you was of the best quality.
Those days are gone. The corner
grocery has been replaced by the shining
aisles and cellophane covered world of
Finast, Star, and Stop & Shop. Much
more efficient, of course. No one can
really care if you're there or not, though
-what's one person when you've got thousands

in

the

place?

Everything is packaged, preserved, or
frozen, so theyreally can't take much interest in what you're eating, either.
We live in a supermarket world, where
quality and intimacy are being sacrificed
in the name of efficiency and progress.
We can see it in our food, in our cars, in
our houses, even in our government. And
now, we are seeing it in our most important commodity
our educational institutions.
To me, Newton College is a corner
grocery store of sorts. I do not know it
well, but it appears to be the type ofplace
?

(Continued on page 9)

.

"Those November days are tough."
"Besides, it doubled as a classroom."
"Classroom?"
"Yes. You see, we needed room for
our pre-med and introductory

LfoasrEtxperimCOonAntlacgeI: nnovation
by MAUREEN DEZELL
Assuming that the implementation and

initiation of an Experimental College at
BC is a possibility and a necessity to the
college's future as an academic institution may seem a bit presumptuous.
Presumptuous that is, in light of thefact
that this University has quickly become
consumer and professionally oriented in
the past three years. At this point only
Film Studies, the Honors Program and
the Analogy program in the English
departmentremain as remnants of a time
when extra-departmental, non-academic,
and innovative inter-disciplinary courses
were introduced into the curriculum.
Proposals for creative arts experiments,
for living/learning centers, and for
programs such as Women's Studies are
now scattered and rarely implemented,
primarily because they would be subject
to a systematic squelching in a school
that has no home for innovative learning.
The history of Experimental education
at BC is both diverse and disillusioning.
A non-accredited, experimental college
existed here in 1969-71. Students were
able to register for a wide variety of
courses, largely student taught. Some
courses were eligible for Reading and
Research credit, and others were later absorbed into the standard curriculum. The
college eventually dissolved as energy
and discipline waned on the part of student participants.
In 1970, the year of the Strike, a
definitive plan for the establishment of a
Communal College was approved by BC.

Modeled on Bensalem, an accredited experimental and living/learning division
of Fordham, the college would have involved thirty students and at least that
number of faculty. The University had
given Greycliff Dormitory to the project.
In the summer of that year (the College
was to open that September)BC reclaim\u25a0ed Greycliff as a dormitory, singing the
poor planning blues.
According to one participant in this
program, the concepts and course
offerings of the Communal College were
taken up by separate committees for
review, an assured process of liquidation
for any idea at BC.
For three years, members of the Left
Collective and a few faculty members ran
Radical Studies, a program accredited
through the Sociology and then the
Philosophy department, and billed as a
"radical critique of American Society."
The program was heavilycriticized for its
non-traditional and often disoriented
structure. It eventually became apparent,
too, that many student-run courses lack
direction and discipline and thereby
become self-exhaustive.
1n1971-72, then A&S Dean Richard
Hughes made two University-wide
proposals for experimentation within the
college. "ALPHA," was an interdisciplinary program involving 100
students, intending to examine one topic
from the point of view of five different
disciplines. (Ironically enough, a similar
concept is being quietly initiated in the
Philosophy and Theologydepartments in

satisfaction of the Core.) The sec
Hughes proposal was that a living/1
ning center be established in a wing o
Hillside Dorms. The intent was that
center exist as an autonomous unit c
bining experimental courses with the
perience of faculty and students li
together and confronting the problen
a community situation.

* * *

The only University-sanctioned st
that now employs experimenta
and novel concepts in education is
Honors Program. Freshmen in
Program take "Modern Man" (sic
inter-disciplinary approach to con
tual, historical, and literary thought
depth seminars and creative Hon
Theses are required in the junior
senior years. In the past, seminar:
"Concepts in Physics" and "Theor
Consciousness" have been offered
alternatives to the Core.
Al Folkard, director of the Progr
points out that many of its experim
(the AB/MA program, the in
departmental courses) havebeen initi;
into the University curriculum.
The main drawback of the Hoi
Program is that it is limited to so
students. The program is a concrete
ample of an attitude that reluctantly c
dones innovation and creativity only
the very bright and select, and makes
students subject to intense screening
review. The philosophy and practice
the Honors Program should have b
integrated into the general curricul
ture

ong ago as the majority of students who of an attitude rampant in the academic
vould take an interest in seminars and committees of the University. "If a
pedal projects are capable of handling program like Analogy had to go before
heir academic responsibilities.
the EPC," the professor said, "it
Two programs combining alternative wouldn't exist. The EPC is afraid that
caching methods with non-traditional any experimentationwill lower academic
übject matter have managed to survive standards."
»oth the haphazardness of novelty and
Film studies, under the direction of
Jniversity squelching; the Analogy Gus Jaccacci, probably offers the most
>rogram and Film Studies.
radical and provocative alternative to
Analogy was instituted, according to staid academia at BC. In a University
ormer department chairman Andrew where encouragement of the arts is barely
/on Hendy, in order to "give students a visible and the emphasis is on discussion
vay to arrange to have courses they of literature and art rather than its creavanted outside of the pre-fab tion, Film Studies offers a cluster of conlurriculum." Courses are selected by ceptual and directive courses involving
tudents and teachers involved in the film, media and art. The courses and exirogram and have included the topics periments in the program (Future Media
'Joyce," "Novels of the 60's," "Proust," and the University as Art, Film-Making,
'Shakespeare's Romances," "Women Documentary Film) employ mixed

iVriters," and "Bestsellers."
There was serious opposition on the
lepartmental level to the institution of
Analogy, as it challenged not only
icademics, but the concept of expertise in
acuity members. Asking a professor to
:onsider teaching a student initiated
:ourse outside of his or her field was
aken as a challenge to the concept of
>ersonal scholarship.
"A lot of people also view experimenation as bad work." Yon Hendy said,
'and sometimes that's true. Analogy is
till treated as an experimental thing and
s subject to yearly review,"
Another professor in the department
lonfirmed the factor of conservative seniment, adding that it is just a microcosm

media, strains from several disciplines,
and an emphasis on learning through
creation rather than consumption.
Rather than being condoned and
respected for its experimental nature.
Film Studies has been subject to continuous criticism, review and reevaluation. It has faced the possibility of
dissolvementor involvement in the spectacularly mediocre department of Communications and Theatre. Last year, the
EPC demanded an "outside evaluation"
in order to determine its merit and
thereby its fate at the University. The
program was rated "outstanding"by the
evaluator, sealing its security for at least
the next few years.
Quality experimentation and innova-

A mixedmedia experiment in the Film Studies Department

tion has been thwarted in the past not by
a "changing student body" or a "move
away from the sixties" but by a "fragment and scatter" (divide and conquer?)
syndrome inherent in this institution. The
syndrome is a result of conservatism,
committee process, and red tape that can
harmonize together only in a negative
fashion. Its consequence is a frustration
of innovation and a reluctance to establish any facility in which innovation
can test itself and enhance itself.

* * *

Experimental Programs have been
adopted by most universities. Even Holy
Cross and Fordham, two bastions of
Jesuit profundity, have established, accredited experimental centers.
The Special Studies Program at Holy
Cross serves as a home for all "nontraditional" 'education at the college.
Special Studies houses the Honors
Program and all field work projects
(similar to but more extensive than
PULSE). Interdisciplinary seminars.
Independent Major advisement, and
student-initiated courses are offered
within the program. Faculty use "Special
Studies" to teach courses they are an-

ticipating teaching within departments,
but would like to experiment with at first.
An inter-departmental course was
offered on the historical psychological
treatment of women, in anticipation of a
possible Women's Studies Program.
Most universities have recognized the
fact that an innovative fringe is the way
in which life forms evolve and keep
themselves alive. BC has not reconciled
itself to this fact, though it applauds itself
on changes that are results and.
refinements of recent radical demands.
(The Core, the Independent major, the
AB/MA programs.) BC should become
highly wary that it has little radical
provocation within itself, and that it has
inhibited it where it does exist.
An accredited Experimental College is
imperative to the growth of Boston
College as a liberal arts, academic institution. The absence of a program incorporating special studies, seminars,
creative projects, and extra and inter
departmental courses will mean the
absence of any change in a curriculum
that daily orients itself more toward
becoming a pre-professional stopping
ground rather than an institution of
higher learning.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

that is worth considering. This is 1974,
most all of the members of the classes of
not
75, 76, and 77 were in the seventh, eighth
and ninth grades in 1968 and 69 when
Dear Heights,
most of the issues of the sixties were takI feel that everyone was as enraged as I ing place. I myself, and I feel others in
was when they read some of the more these classes, were a couple of years too
ridiculous statements in your editorial, young to be actively involved with what
Streaking: The Naked, The Nude and was going on at that time. Therefore it is
The Numb, so it is not worth repeating not fair to blame most of today's students
them. However the thing that bothers me
for forgetting the issues of the sixties,
is, how The Heights could publish when we were not really an active part of
something of that nature. Perhaps I it to begin with. The only well founded
should not be so surprised, for this is not part of your editorial was the single line
the first time such biased, third rate jourmentioning that we are not paying attennalism appeared in The Heights. The
tion to the atrocities going on in our
editorial on the UGBC elections was no government.
better. True you are entitled to. print what
In conclusion I would like to ask you,
you want, but you must remember that The Heights, what YOU plan to do about
you are the only weekly publication in the continuing the goals of the sixties. After
school. Instead of constantly criticizing all you are one organization that is in the
everything, a publication in your position position to stimulate "sincere" thinking
could serve the Boston Collegecommunion the part of "confused adolescents," as
ty by informing your readers about you referred to us in your editorial.
(as you
different events and
Instead of cluttering editorials with bull
already do a good job at in your news arshit, try to take advantage of your positicles); and more important in your
tion as the only publication, and for our
editorials by trying to encourage and sake, try to be more constructive.
arouse participation in issues.
Remember, everyone is not the "ass" you
This is not to say that you should not claim they are.
publish any commentaries that are of a
Glenn Blakely

impressed

derogatory nature, but there should be a
limit as to how much you degrade an

issue. Your limit seems far beyond the
depths of imagination. The position your
paper sometimes takes is that you are
better than your readers, calling them
asses, etc. Well you're not, you're only
losing more and more readers who refuse
to take your bull shit any longer. Instead
of making such a bad reputation for

yourself, why don't you try and get in
contact with the community you
serve. For a student publication, it
sometimes seems that your staff is far
more out of touch with things than you
accuse others of being.
In regard to your editorial itself, your
point was well founded. True, a lot of
people have forgotten what occurred in
the sixties, or do not pay attention to
current issues today, but why be so
degrading towards the streakers. It is an
interesting view that you should use
streaking as an example of what we are
doing today, and compare it to what was
done by youth in the sixties, but you unfortunately took it too far, and turned it
into an editorial of slanderous unfound
accusations. Had you kept your insults to
a minimum, as anyone else would have,

closer

the editorial might have been good.
Besides this, I feel you forgot something

A&S 76

pork sausages
To the editor:
I am writing in reference to last week's
editorial entitled Streaking: The Naked,
The Nude, and The Numb. Although I
cannot agree that the phenomenon of
streaking is a sign that we have lost much
of what was gained in the sixties, I do feel
that a tremendous amount of time and
energy is wasted by those who feel it is
necessary, for whatever psychological
reasons, to

display themselves publicly in

the nude.
The scene of Friday, March 15, carries
this one step further. Not only streakers,
but 1500 non-streaking onlookers congregated as they have not since the student strike. However, the difference
between those at the Friday fiasco and
the student strike is that the former accomplished little or nothing for Boston
College or the surrounding community.
The dustbowl was left in a state of disaster with a mass of broken beer bottles,
empty cigarette packs and other assorted
bits of trash which the grounds crew had
to clean up the next morning. This shows
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a basic lack of maturity, thoughtfulness

and responsibility.
Finally, there were many younger peo-

ple present at this event on the dustbowl.
I wonder what their impression of the
allegedly mature and intellectual individuals which compose our University
is? I think that the answer is evident.
What I find more interesting, and
probably accurate, is that many of our
18-22 year old students have finally
reached their apex. That is, the maturity
of these people has fallen to that of a 12
year old.
Perhaps I am being too harsh. The
people that spent Friday afternoon on the
dustbowl are probably those who would
not participate in a worthwhile project
anyway. Unfortunately, those people,
combined with the complacent, probably
make up the majority of our population.
This is not only true at Boston College,
but also in that mysterious place which
we call the "real world."
Sincerely,

8

rocker WRKO, and 1,000,000 to clear
channel WBZ." False again! According
to the January-February '74 ARB
(American Research Bureau), N onday
through Sunday, 6 am to midnight, those
figures run 76,000, 1,315,600, and 1,675,-000 respectively. Obviously the research
was third-rate!
Finally, the authors' definition of "best
possible programming" is not necessarily
the final word, even if they think so. One
person's outrage is another's delight, and
religious programs (the proposed
programming) also serves some special
and critical needs (for example, for shutins and the bedridden).
It is most interesting, however, that
groups of people who do not support a
station while it is operating and crying
out for response suddenly become irate
when that station is about to be sold.
Douglas Tanger
With regard to Doug Tanger's letter:

His first disagreement with us is a
semantic one only. Whether or not a
station's programming is specialized,
Nurse Assistance Programs within any established format, Program
Directors seek to entice the most
listeners. Surely they do not work to
rat-man
lower their place in the ratings.
It is true that Kaiser made a decision
To the Editors:
to sell its radio holdings several years
The article about broadcasting and ago. However, the company is arguing
WCAS by John Brennan and Clem right now to the FCC that it must sell
Taylor clearly revealed that the authors WCAS because it is losing so much
know very little about broadcasting. Let money. Also, KFOG in San Francisco is
us examine their statements.
not a big money maker; it is on an even
As the authors stated, "Program direc- par with four other "beautiful music"
tors must mold their formats around stations there.
The Globe withdrew from WCAS last
whatever they feel will gather the most
listeners." False! Broadcasters aim today year because it knew the station was
for very specialized audiences, for exam- about to be sold, and it is much easier to
ple, country and western, black, and sell a station when it has only one owner
Spanish-speaking. Even Family Stations, (The Globe only owned 10 percent of the
the proposed buyer of WCAS, would station anyway).
We honestly cannot understand how
program to highly specialized interests.
As the authors stated, "Its (WCAS) Doug can criticize Rick Starr's statement
owner, Kaiser Broadcasting, last year concerning the finances of WCAS. After
gave up trying to run it at a loss and all, Starr does run the station; he sees the
made a wise business decision
books.
Doug is also wrong when he says Dave
sell ..." False! Kaiser made the decision
three years ago to give up radio in order Misch is having problems finding buyers.
to devote its energies and dollars to UHF In fact, Misch has two offers to buy the
television, a money-loser. It was a cor- station in toto, and a third offer of a $50,porate policy decision, otherwise why -000 base for other small investors.
would Kaiser have sold big .moneyConcerning the ratings, the only
makers, WJIB-Boston, and KFOG-San difference between those quoted by Doug
Francisco? If money were the only and ours are that ours are from an earlier
criterion, Kaiser would not have divested survey. At the time we interviewed Starr,
itself of these stations; it simply has not the October-November ratings were the
been able to sell WCAS until now.
latest, and were accurate. Moreover,they
stated,
petition
As the authors
are really no different from the ones
"... a
7,000
over
Doug
gives; they prove our point just as
stop
drive to
the sale merited
signatures and the endorsement of The well.
Nowhere in our article do we attempt
Globe." True, but didn't the authors
know that The Globe was once part of to define "the best possible programKaiser-Globe. The Globe may have ming" for WCAS.
It was very hard for anyone to support
criticized Kaiser for not being willing to
run WCAS at a loss, but then, why didn't WCAS when the sale was hushed up as it
The Globe continue subsidizing this kind was. The legal requirements for notifying
the public of a change in ownership are
of operation instead of selling?
As the authors stated, "Rick Starr minimal: four announcements On the air,
contends the station could make money a notice in a legal column of a newspaper,
under any format." False! (Those who do and consultation with 200 members of
Robert C. Pabian
Student Director
Freshman, Transfer, and Registered

jack

?

not carry responsibilities of losses always
tend to feel they can do better.) If so, then

Dave Misch, who has been looking for a
buyer, would have no trouble in organizing a group; yet he has been unsuccessful.
PEOPLE!!!! We like your letters but we need your autographs. Moral terpituderequires that all
As the authors stated, "... an average
letters be signed by the author. And while you're at it, do us a real favor and set your typewriter of 60,000 persons per week tune-in to
margins for 56 characters. Be a pal.
WCAS, over 600,000 listen to top-40

the community. Nowhere is there the requirement that a change in programming

be mentioned, and indeed it wasn't.
WCA S's listeners had no way ofknowing
what was going to occur, the uproar
created by the announcement proves
beyond doubt, however, that the station
does have a substantial following.
?Brennan and Taylor
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The University and the Third World: Keeping the Poor Down
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Hegel once remarked that modern
warfare had become better than ancient
warfare because the emotions played less

of a part. For Hegel shooting from a distance was more efficient than stabbing
because one did not have to react to the
blood and gore. Hegel could not have en-

in terms of the millions of people who are
affected and the sense that we are implicated in the oppression.
The growing consciousness of the
negative results of some of our preaching

and works over the centuries is
debilitating, disorienting and points out
that some of our convictions which were
up to recent times of unquestionable
"truth" have become suspect. Further, as
a part of bringing what we thought was

visioned how efficient technology would
make warfare in the 20th century. One
only needs now to push a button; he does the truth, we as Americans, were parnot see the disfigured and annihilated ticularly eager to be a "help" to the
peoples of the world. But sadly much of
bodies thousands of miles away.
our help has merely helped to keep peoSimilarly, in previous times "oppression" of peoples was more visibly ple oppressed to our advantage. We find
brutal. Victors literally carried the conourselves todaychallenged to shift our atquered off into exile. We do not imply titudes around and both to listen to truth
that we never see such tangible destruc- enunciated by the poor people of the
tion of peoples today, but there is a force world and be willing to be helpedby them
of oppression today which in being less in ways quite contrary to our whole style
visible and more distant is bothersome. of life.
That is the oppression in the world of the
We at Boston College are engaged in
poor countries by the rich countries. It is maintaining a University. As a
not simply that poverty and wealth stand
microcosm of the larger society, the uniside by side, but the wealth of some is versity evidences all those aspects of the
larger society which cultivates oppression
causing the poverty of many.
This world situation in which some of people. We simply have to ask in what
people gain from the impoverishment of ways does the university help to oppress
others has not suddenly sprung into be- people or keep them oppressed.
ing. It has developed over centuries, and Whenever personal gain is the expressed
in fact may in some form or other have or implied motivational force for activity
always existed from the time one group then an individual or institution parof people became aware of the existence ticipates in solidifying a system which
of other groups. What is of special urgentakes advantage ofpeople. Ifstudents are
cy today is the magnitude of the problem here just because of their gain in either

New Baubles, Old Problems
much bigger, I believe, than it was ever
meant to become. It got that way far too
sonalized feeling about learning. I mean, fast, with a severe lack of financial,
I bet you can take an Introductory physical or academic planning. This
Psychology Course there with less than a University has attempted to become
hundred persons in the class. Or perhaps UCLA and Holy Cross at the same time,
an upper level course in a non major. I'll and has instead ended up a schizoid mishbet its curious to be in a place where mash, no longerJesuit, not secular, not
things as Fine Arts actually get some really big, not really small, not really
semblance of respect. Curious also to live poor, and not really great. Within it lie
in a school where the words "campus those who study eighteen hours a day to
planning" seem to have had some meanget into professional school or die, and
ing.
those who have never really figured out
Well, its all over now. Newton College what their place in life is at all. The Adis dead. But its bones are being picked by ministration can't worry about this,
that Eagle turned vulture, that always ex- though; it's too busy figuring out where it
panding supermarket of learning, Boston can feed and house the overload from the
next Freshman class.
College.
BC was once a corner grocery store,
Suddenly, with the advent of the
itself. Somewhere along the line "West" campus, everything is solved.
somebody got the idea that the words The entire college shakes with excite"Ever to Excel " referred not to quality ment, dreaming every night of how best
but quantity, and the stuffing of Chestnut to play with this gigantic toy which will
Hill began. Up went the enrollment: 3,- soon be dangling in front of its eyes. One
-000, 4,000, 5,000, 6,000, 7,000, and with wonders how the different departments
it came fantastic planning that gave us will act in the next year and a half, vying
such architectural prizes as CLX, for position in the scramble which is no
Carney, and McElroy. In the spirit of the doubt to come. Even the Law School is in
technocratic 60's, Boston College bowed the act having suggested that Newton
to society's demands, not for the Arts but would be nice for it to move to.
The Educational Philosophers are out
for more emphasis on Science and Social
force, also, out from the dust with
it
was
to
in
Ironically,
attempting
Science.
ideas of experimental colleges and comenter a market it was hopelessly Outclassed in, while draining strength from that in munities, Living Learning Centers, Comwhich it was proficient. But to entice mon Frosh Years, and the like. Such
more students it had to do this. When things have not been in vogue for the past
they came, and the school had no place to few years, now they are suddenly popular
put them, it sent its students ail over again.
Somehow, it just doesn't seem fair, to
Kingdom Come, from Dedham to West
see the whole thing handed to us like this
Roxbury to Newton Corner.
Boston College is far, far, too big, on a silver platter. It's a real shame. We
(Continued from page 7)

where a person can still get a per-
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money or influence then they are oppressing people. The same is true of
faculty; if in selfish desires to become
nationallyknown they neglect the people
in their immediate care, they are oppressing people. The institution faces the
challenge of not being a largecorporation
like oil corporations that exist for their
own profit.
Oppression is one form of slavery: people are used as objects. The impoverished
of the world are subservient by their
situation to the overreaching system.
(This does not mean that the poor of the
world are not able to be mature persons.
Some poor people are more balanced in
their situation than many of the more
well-to-do in theirs. The problem is the

unhealthyrelationship between the two.)

In contrast to a system of general passivity, whether on the macrocosmic level or

microcosmic, we propose a spirit and
practice of radical service. Instead of a

the death of Christ. The paradox of his
death is that he became everything the
in becoming nothing, death.
saviour
By his destruction all have gained. This is
the exact reverse of the international and
national scene wherein numbers of those
who materially gain, gain because of the
pain of others. In the material execution
of Christ many have gained, not
necessarily in a material way (we do not
want to exclude this aspect) but as persons who have been freed to movebeyond
?

?

themselves and their limited world into
the life of God.
Boston College is a University among
other universities which have arisen
through much and varied struggles and
tensions within a system which we are
able to liken to the sun. We have with
great energy built what to us may appear
as a shining star, but whose size exerts a
gravitational field which keeps other
bodies in their place. Our own experienced brilliance dazzles us and tends to blind
us to those bodies which in less apparent
brilliance or even in distant darkness rove
around us. Radical service demands that
we not think of our own advantage but in
living and dying for others attempt to
point out their very great worth. If we
took this seriously at Boston College, as
Copernicus revolutionized the understanding of the universe so would we
revolutionize higher education.
Fr. Fitzpatrick is an assistantprofessor

form of- supposed help which subtly
cultivates the helpers material gain, to be
of radical service means to live and act
for the other, even to death. "Advantage" or "success" is often judged in
terms of possessions or recognized
achievements. Radical service would
cultivate the uniqueness of each individual and the right to determine one's
own life
not apart from others but in a
spirit of mutual support.
In our religious training there is a
model for this spirit of radical service in of Theology.
?

don't deserve such a gift. We have not
earned it. We have done a lousy job with
this campus, and now, through some
twist of fate, we are given control over
another. Something like letting a bull
loose in a china closet, I suppose. It just
doesn't seem fair. With all of these
resources in hand, everyone will get a cut
out of the big layer cake. The once conservative Administration can now afford
to be liberal, and where they once frowned on the idea that BC had to be changed
they may now allow the dissidents a little
leeway. It is easy to be liberal when you
have the room to be.
In the meantime, the overall quality of
education continues to be mediocre in
relation to what it should and must
become. Kostka and Gonzaga are still
tolerated as places to live. We are still
getting thrown out of Bapst at 10:45,
when the College's main library should
be open to at least 2 am. The fire extinguisher in my modular is still empty
after repeated calls to fill it. At an institution supposedly committed to learning,
one is allowed to park on the middle campus if you want to booze it up, but not if
you want to study. The lower campus parking lot looks more and more like
the surface of the moon every day. The
Bio Department remains a pre mcd spawning ground. The Promotions Committee
continues to thumb its nose at every student on this campus. The History
Department has its own version of
Watergate. Our President says that the
return of Kristin Morrison had nothing
to do with the actions of HEW.
The System which has served us for so

to their dorms. No longer can
Boston College allow students to go
through four years here virtually untouched by value oriented education.
These are problems which should have
been attacked a long time ago, and their
solutions do not depend on the resources
of Newton College. They depend, instead, on the development of a
philosophy of Education based on
thought, and not on lecture and task doing. They depend on a Faculty willing to
walk up stairs to the Upper Campus, or
down into the Mods or South Street. No
new buildings and land is needed to solve

back

this problem.
Let us remember this as we make our
plans on how to deal with Newton
College.

Before we begin any extensiveplanning
on what to do with our new baubles,
perhaps we'd better do some things here
at home. Attempting to develop a value
oriented curriculum might be nice. Getting some of the faculty out of their
classrooms and up into CLX and down
into the mods might help. Putting more
weight into the Counseling Office, so a
few less people would wander around
without knowing what they're doing.
We must realize that the hope for BC's
future does not lie in the acoustics of a
new theatre or a central administrative
building, or a library. It does not
necessarily lie in small cliques of students
who think they are intelligent enough to
form their own communities. It does lie
in a last shot at making this place a corner grocery store once more, where the
faculty and administration care about
many years is obsolete. No longer can we their wares, and the students feel as if
call sitting in a classroom for four years they do. It is necessary to remember that
an education. No longer can the Adresources alone cannot make a
ministration and Faculty feel that their philosophy, but the lack of philosophy
job ends when the students go home or can destroy any amount of resources.
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Transfer Center Evaluated for Next Year; Duties May Expand

BY MARY FRANCES BUDZIK
The implementation and growth
of new programs for the Transfer
Center hinges upon the number and
enthusiasm of prospective
volunteers,

according to present

for both incoming and outgoing
transfers. The center is student run
with the aid of project supervisor
Bernard O'Kane of Financial Aid,
and an advisory board comprised of
representatives from each of the
four undergraduate schools, and the
various student affairs offices. It
endeavors to deal with both the informational and advisory needs of
the transfer student.

staff members Marilyn Burke and
Jim Parker.
Located in McElroy 122, the
center was established in the fall of
1972 as a result of suggestions from
former UGBC president Tom
The center houses a library of apFlynn, who recognized the need for
an information-orientation center proximately 200 undergrad

History Department
(Continued from page 1)
censuring the administration,
although personally, I thought they

should have been censured."
"As far as the students in the
department are concerned," Bellon
continued, "they are very angry at a
blatantly unethical promotions
process, which saw character
assassinations attempted at several
members of the department, and
saw considerations which had no
place in that process. The students
are going to actively discuss these
matters at a meeting on Monday
afternoon."
Lawson was refused tenure and
Buni promotion last February
primarily, according to A&S Dean

Thomas O'Malley, because of
publications. At that time, it was
also revealed that 'secret letters'
were forwarded to the A&S
Promotions Committee by certain
members of the History Department. O'Malley indicated, at that
time, that the letters dealt with,
among other things, 'intradepartmental matters.'
The department also voted at its
Friday meeting not to change the
pre-1500 requirement for History
majors. The matter was referred
back to the department Electives
Committee for further study.
(See page 6 for an analysis of
secret letters and their possible
effects on the tenure process.)

Give yourself a treat

PIZZA
HOUSE

7920A Beacon St
Cleveland Circle

tape."

To further the efficiency of its
functioning, the center keeps open a
number of contacts within the
University. For instance, according
to Parker, "... through our advisory board representative from
housing we might gain advance
knowledge of major policy decisions
that will affect transfer housing. We
also keep in contact with both BC
and other university admissions offices and with the Transfer
Assistance Program (TAP). According to Burke, "TAP has foregone a
year long program and concentrates

primarily on incoming students during their peak times of early
September and January. The

"beginning to take an interest" in
perspectives on student thought accumulated by the center.
Transfer Center, on the other hand,
According to Burke, the Transfer
is open all year and deals with both Center should also play an imporin and outgoing students giving tant role in respect to the BC-

basic information and referrals."
The future of the Transfer Center
is currently being considered by its
advisory board, who in their annual
report intend to present a number of

.

Newton College merger. Specific

proposals are being studied by the
advisory board and will be reported

on April 4. In the meantime, says
Parker, "... all Newton College
developmental options. According people will naturally have
problems of information
to Parker, there are "vague trouble
possibilities" that within the next may be brought to us."
In general, the Center is infew years the center might expand to
take over the entirety of transfer af- terested in volunteers who have had
fairs, excluding admissions. "The some experience in communicating
point is there will be some changes and working with the various agenand those changes will depend on the cies within the University.
degree of help from the university Applications may be submitted in
and from the staff," said Parker. the Center's office in McElroy 122.
The BC admissionsoffice is currently undertaking a study of outgoing
transfers in conjunction with the
center, and this, according to
Parker, shows that the University is
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programs, etc. They also keep a list
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University. Marilyn Burke noted
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cut out some administrative red
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Social Committee Lost $11,000
BY LEAH PORCELLO

The Social Committee has lost
approximately $11,000 on the five
major concerts at Boston College ihthe last year, according to Chairman
Michael Gustafson.
Shows which made money were
Aerosmith, James Montgomery
Band and War concerts, netting a
total of $5,800. The big moneylosers, however, were Mountain,
which lost $8,000, and the Chuck
Berry concert, which lost $7,000.

Gustafson attributed the loss at didn't go over." Another reason for
the Mountain concert to many facthe financial loss according to
tors, including the lack of outside Gustafson is the fact that BC
promotion, and the fact that there students are given reduced rates on
were four top bands playing in their tickets, although the perBoston that same weekend, which formers charge their regular high
drew BC students away from the fees.
The choices of bands for concerts
campus show. This resulted in the
low attendance of only 500 students. are made by members of the Social
Commenting on the poor attendance Committee. They are dependent on
at the Chuck Berry concert, Gustafthe availability of the performers,
and whether or not the bandschoose
son said, "We were completely surwe can't understand why it to play at BC. Many bands prefer to
prised
play downtown, where they will get
greater exposure or a higher profit.
In discussing the problems of the
Social Committee, Jim Moran,
newly elected President of UGBC,
?

1973-74
September 29
October 12
November 3
December 7
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Group

Aerosmith
James Montgomery
War
Mountain
Chuck Berry

'

February 17

cited his goals for next year's committee. They are "to lose as little
money as possible, while still
providing quality entertainment for
Boston College students." His
current plans are to "redirect" the
efforts of the Social Committeeinto
smaller and more frequent concerts
(e.g. at the Rathskellar, combined
with a few big name concerts.)
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"There will be no serious effort to
with the professionals
downtown, however," Moran
asserted. Both Moran and Gustafson agreed that the middle-range
band, which charges a high fee but
does not draw enough attendance,
seems to be the biggest cause of lost
money and will be avoided in the
future.
During the next several weeks the
New Chairmen of the Committee,
Larry Haag and Bob Kempf, will be
discussing a definite program of
social events for the coming year.
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Mods
by

to

be Re-sided by September 74

EILEEN CAHILL

All of the modulars are to be
resided by September, 1974, according to Fred Pennino, Director of
Buildings and Grounds. The present
plywood exteriors are coming apart
and must be replaced.
Repairs to the exterior of the
mods are necessary before interior

UGBC Cabinet

.

work is done. The plywood, which
the mods are presently sided with,
warps, and causes problems inside
the buildings such as leaking. With
new siding, the mods should last for
at least "twenty more year," according to Pennine
Four methods of repairing the
mods have been submitted by Pennino to the Financial Vice-President
for approval. The first is a plan to

"renail, recaulk, paint, and stain"
the existing siding. However, this is
an expensiveprocedure, and, as Pennino pointed out, the plywood itself
is "not the best material."
Two other alternatives include
residing the mods with aluminum or
vinyl, which is similar to aluminum.
Objections to this plan arise from
the fact that these types of siding are
easily damaged and not suited to an

(Continued from page 3)
his job consists of "lobbying,"
David's most immediateplans are to
"work on improving advisement
procedures
and developing a
University-wide course critique,
which would be really important for
the incoming Newton students.
David feels the time is "advantageous" for him to accomplish
much, since "through the AAB
report students have articulated Newly appointed members of the UGBC cabinet (1. to r.) Dan Malloy,
ideas of what a Liberal Arts EducaJim Moran (President), Pat Casey, Tony Sukiennik, and Joe David,
tion should be." David adds that in photo landola
- implementing these ideas, "We're
going to value student input. The administration assumes that UGBC is
speaking for all the students, so we
need
to
know student
opinion .. students do have a
voice."
Dan Malloy, Executive Secretary
and Administrative Assistant, outlined his duties: "Other than maintaining and running the UGBC office, I'm in an advisement position
to the cabinet ... I also have the job
of formulating tha Student Directory; it will be different next year.
There will be a front section of 25
(
pages with the names and phone
wines
numbers of Department Heads and

..

.

\u25a0

_

professors."
Jim Moran went on to add that
"Dan's job is basically open-ended,
he's not going to be bound by what
the job of secretary has traditionally
been ... an important aspect of
Dan's job will be to work with the

I
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Boston Philharmonia
Orchestra
James Cordon, conductor
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in concert at
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423T767

National Theater
Boston Center for the Arts,

GLUCK ETLER STRAVINSKY MOZART
Tickets: $5, $4, $3 (students $2) at Soundscope, Jordan
Hall, Boston Center for the Arts and at the door or call
536-6311
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area, such as lower campus, where types of siding appropriate for the
there is a lot of activity.
modulars.
The fourth type of repair, which
The siding to be installedhas not
has been recommended by Pennino, yet been approved and, therefore, no
is the installation of red cedar contract has been awarded. As of
shingles. His reasons for endorsing this date, Pennino cannot quote a
this type of siding are the price, the price for the work to be done, but esendurance of the shingles, and the timates it will be at least $3000 per
overall appearance. The initial cost unit.
of installing wood shingles is less
The contract for repairs to the
than that of other methods of roofs of the mods, also scheduled to
residing. With restaining every eight be completed by next September,
or nine years, the shingles will last will be awarded soon, pending aplongerthan other siding. Finally, the proval of Father Monan. All repairs
fact that 43 units are located in such to the mods will be made over the

\u25a1

Chairman of the Communications
Committee, to improve communications within the undergraduate government, to increase
feedback and reactions among
members of each committee, so that
hopefully plans and ideas wTll
mesh." Malloy as a freshman is the
representative of the underclassmen
in the Cabinet.
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Marty Raterink drives in hard for two of his 24 points in yesterday's consolation game, while -Bob Carrington more gracefully lays in two of his 33 in the loss to
by Silver

Utah, photo

FEaingN
Tlsehrd IT

BC Bounces Back, Drowns Dolphins 87-77
by TOM BRADY
New York City, N.Y. It's kind of
sad to end it all this way. Gone are
the hopes of being number one.
?

Gone is the fanfare and pageantry of
a championship final. All that was
left for Boston College Eagles was a
battle for third place.
Usually no one gives a damn
about consolation games but yesterday at Madison Square Garden it
was a different story. Boston
College defeated Jacksonville
University 87-77 getting a total of
69 points from Mark Raterink, Will
Morrison and "Smooth"
Carrington.

.. ..

"Our guys really can play,"
remarked Bob Zuffelato with an air
of satisfaction. "No coach in
America can get his kids ready to
play for an 11 A.M. consolation
game. There's nothing you' can
nothing..
pep talks
do
"It's the kids that wanted this one
today. They wanted it for Danny
Kilcullen."
Boston College captured third
place in the tournament by defeating
Cincinnati (63-62), squeaking by the
University of Connecticut (75-74)
and its win over the Dolphins yesterday. Jacksonville ended up fourth
with wins over UMass (in overtime)
and Hawaii before finally bowing to
Purdue.
The pace started slow with only
25 points being tallied in the first ten
minutes. Again it was Marvelous

Mcl with some dazzling moves at
the outset. Weldon took command
hitting Bill Collins underneath for a
layup and followed with a similar
bucket driving down the lane.
But the patented BC Rally came
with the score I 1-19 and I 3 minutes
remaining in the half. It began with
The Smooth One. Bobby C. sank a
15 ft. "Floater" and the Eagles then
proceeded to rattle of four more
hoops: a ten-to-two tear.
Up off the bench is the Jacksonville coach with one hand perpendicular to the other: Time Out
Dolphins.
The Dolphins were looking for a
rally of their own but none to come
not just yet. The Eagles maintained a seven point advantage for
the next 4/2 minutes. With the
Garden clock showing BC in front
29-22, Bob Gottlieb finally got his
wish.
Leon Benbow, a 65" Senior from
Columbia, S.C. started to connect
from everywhere but Times Square.
Benbow scored three buckets and hit
for one from the charity stripe as
Jacksonville took a 33-31 lead by
merit of a 9-2 outburst.
Bill "Russell"-Collinsrevived BC
forces with a follow-up hoop on a
Jere Nolan shot. The Dolphins
scored once again before intermission but Collins made it a stalemate
at halftime with two free throws on a
Butch Taylor foul.
Yes, but Drayton had to be dis?

pleased with this performance.
Anything short of a romp would displease Drayton Miller
Jackson-

..

?

ville being his former employer. All
the love and friendship for JU would
get out the window for the next
twenty minutes.
Zuff goes with Morrison in the second half and Wilfred
with a little help from
responds
Jere Nolan.
Morrison & Nolan put on a show
with the old Greg Lee-to-Bill
Walton Play. Three times it's
Morrison leaping above the
cylinder, snaring a Nolan pass in
mid-airand dropping it through. BC
opens up a 47-41 lead by merit of
Morrison & Nolan stage show.
"Smooth" starts a show of his own
connecting for 8 points in 4 minutes
and the Eagles open up a 57-46 advantage.

BC takes control of the game with
their running game, something they
were unable to accomplish against
Utah in the semifinals on Saturday.
"We had an element today that
we didn't have yesterday (Saturday)," Zuffelato pointed out in the
locker room after the game. "Today
we were able to control the tempo."
But Jacksonville refused to fold
even after the Eagles threatened to
put the game out of the Dolphins
reach. High School Ail-American,
Henry Williams, caught fire and his
fall-aways from the baseline began
to be a source of concern for

..

in the regular season, was
held to 8 points.
Yup, it was a nice one to take. But
Drayton Miller summed it up best
after the game: "It was great, but
what an ungodly hour to play. I
almost choked on my pre-game
steak."
FREE THROWS: BC ended its'
season with a 21-9 record ... 3-1 in
tournament competition .. Wilt
Chamberlain pulled up in front of
the Statler in a pink Cadillac Friday
Mark Raterink ended his
night
basketball career at BC with 24
and
II
points
rebounds ... Carrington had 21
it.
while Will Morrison was just out24 points .. Jere
Zuffelato saw the Eagles' defen- standing
sive efforts as a big factor in the win! Nolan set a single game record for
"I thought we did a fine job on the NIT with 14 assists against the
Taylor. It was really instrumental." Dolphins
Henry Williams took
Taylor, a 61% shooter with a 17 pt. game honors with 26
Zuffelato and Co. Williams brought
Jacksonville to within one, 65-64,
with a twisting layup. A little over
six minutes remained after
Williams' bucket.
here comes Mr. Raterink.
Oh
Mark, as we've seen so many times
before, came through down the
clutch. Raterink scored 11 of BCs
last 22 points and dispelled any
hopes of the Dolphin rooters for
third place in the tourney.
Yeah, consolation games are
usually contests where nobody gives
a damn. But yesterday afternoon at
the Garden the BC Eagles wanted
this one, and they went out and got

average

.
..
.
. ..
?

..

Lupica, Lenz and More
NIT Coverage
Inside Heights Sports
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Sojourner Paces Utah Over Eagles in Semis
BRADY
When you get two running
basketball teams together on the
same floor, it often turns into that
crazedfas of'74: Streaking. But this
time the streakers met at Madison
Square Garden and the University
of Utah outstreaked Boston College
in the semifinals of the NIT, 117-93.
Utah exploded in the second half
for 14 straight points with Mike Sojourner and Tickey Burden leading
the way. The Utes were unable to
shake the Eagles in the first half
because of a 25 point outburst by
Bob Carrington.
"The thing that hurt us," remarked Utah coach Bob Foster, "was
that kid Carrington. He was like a
streak of lightning. I guess you
could call him the Boston Streaker."
Smooth simply played like a man
possessed in the first twenty
minutes. He missed only three shots
in 12 attempts and hit seven out of
10 from the line. By halftime Foster
was ready to bring in an exorcist,
because that seemed like the only
way number 30 could be stopped.
"We just shuffled people in and
out trying to wear Carrington down.
It seemed like the only way to stop
him," sighed the former Rutgers
University coach.
The Eagles entered the game four
point underdogs, but took command
of the game at the outset. BC held
the lead for 15 minutes and 22
seconds until Tickey Burden hit a
spinning jumper at the right of the
lane. This gave the Utes a 38-37
lead.
Sportswriters have a habit of
attempting to pick out "The Turning Point." Thus for the sake of
conformity the turning point came
in this final 4:38 of the first half. The
Utes kidnapped OP Mo Mentum
and consequently their running
game began togell. Mennati put in a
rebound of a missed layup and Utah
BY TOM

went off at intermission with a three
point advantage, 48-45.
Yes folks, a three point deficit at
halftime against a stronger, bigger
Utah five did not seem too much for
the "Connecticut Comeback Kids"
but two young men, Burden and
Sourjourner, were to dispel this optimism.
Burden was held to only five
points in the first half but his performance in the second stanza would
make him known in BC basketball
history as "The Burden of Boston
College." Burden scored 10 of the
Utes first 12 points in the second
half and Utah opened up a 58-47
lead with only 3/2 minutes elapsed.
Oh, and then comes Mr. Sorjourner. The brother of New York
Nets star, Willie Sojourner, must
have rejected as many shots as the
bartenders in McAnns poured this
past weekend. Well, almost as

many.

through that like water through
tissue paper. Burden had a field day
against this defensive tactic, getting
most of his 23 second half points on

fast break layups.
And the rest is NIT history now.
The Eagles, with 9:48 left in the contest managed to narrow the margin
to 13, but Mark Raterink left with
his fifth personal at 8:48 and it was

all over but the shouting after his
departure.

open.
There was of course Bob
Carrington (33 points, nine
rebounds) who opened some eyes on
this Saturday afternoon. But Utah's
Mike Sojourner (29 points. 19
rebounds) and Tickey Burden (28
points) destroyed the Eagles' hopes
of emerging champions of Seventh

Mcl Weldon came through with
one ofhis finest performances of the
season (10 points, five rebounds,
seven assists). Will Morrison
prevented the game from being
decided prematurely by pumping in
14 points during a span in which
Utah threatened to blow it wide Avenue.

..

suddenly the
OOOPS
Cinderella team of the NIT is down
19 big ones. Yeah, but we've come
to expect this from the Eagles. Fall
behind by 13, 15, 17, and then The
Rally. A La Connecticut style,
right?
Well, sometimes. Zuffelato & Co.
stage an 8-2 surge in a matter of 32
seconds. Tickey Burden, averaging
32 points in the first two NIT
games, replied with three buckets of
his own. Utah stayed with their
game style: run and gun.
"We never really got running in
the first half," explained the Utes'
Foster, "but in the second half it
seemed like we had seven guys on

our fast break."
And run they did. They run they
did. They ran and they ran and then
they ran some more.
Zuff attempted to check Utah's
explosive running attack with a full
court press but the Utes went

Paul Berwanger gave his cheering section from Cornwall, N.Y. a lot to yell about with his consistant play
throughout the N.I.T. photo by Silver

The Way We Were
Perhaps, in the end, we wanted it too much. We never
seem to get the things we want too much.
But it was Kristofferson, I think, who once wrote that
he'd rather regret things he'd done instead of the things he
never did. So no regrets on this day. No regrets at all. We
had our New York. We had it right, and we had it proud.

Mike Lupica

\

I sometimes feel about this school like a man in a love

affair with a crazy, beautiful woman. The affair is all
manner of roller coaster ride, all big ups and bad downs,
and more near breakups than I can count. But know this
about our stay in New Yorkfrom Sunday to Sunday: know
that I loved the lady as hard as I could, as hard as I ever did.
Who that was in McAnn's the night after the Cincinnati
game a week ago would, in hazy retrospect, have missed it?
What that any of those marvelous people had ever done at
this Boston College would they have traded for those
precious hours in a dive of a city bar? What indeed.
I stood under a Madison Square Garden basket immediately after the game that night and hugged Tom Flynn, and
just kept screaming, "We got one! We got one!" And Flynn,
the best and brightest of a groupof people who have made
this senior class such a special one, screamed it right back at
me, because he understood, had been in Miami and
Providence and all those other way stations where we were

cheated out of the exquisite thrill of victory.
Then, of course, having one, we wanted another. So
again the bleary pilgrimage to New York, with a stop on
Thursday afternoon at a Wesport (Conn.) bar owned by an
old basketball grad named Reynolds, who had announced
that on this day Boston College people would drink on the
house. And drink we did, singing loud songs and yelling
loud cheers, and laughing like children because we had this
basketball game to go to that night.
I had told a girl I know on the previous Sunday that
nothing I had ever experienced before or since at BC could
top the victory over Cincinnati. Uh, the Connecticut game
topped the victory over Cincinnati. Seventeen points down,
Eleven points down. 60-55. Wilfred Morrison, playing in
this tournament as he always knew he could, sticking a
corner jumper to tic it at 70. Then the big kid from
Cornwall, New York, ramming in a turnaround with :02
left, and we had won the greatest basketball game I've ever
seen. We'd won it in Madison Square Garden, in the NIT.
We'd won it in New York.
Bob Zuffelato, holding a towel to his mouth in the press
room because he'd been whacked by 80l Carrington in the
insane melee after the game, spoke quietly about his
pre-season goals that night. About making a tournament,
which his team had done. About winning twenty games,
which his team had done twenty minutes before. About
winning a tournament, which in those sweet moments was
possible. Anything, you see, was possible then.
"They own New York now, " Bob Zuffelato said, and he
was right.
The victory celebrations were even better that night,

because they were spent with our best fans, our best
people. Someone reported that he'd called campus and the
place was about to leave its bearings. And maybe it was
Dave McKeon or Phil Perna that yelled out, "Screw them.
We were here!" And we were. And damned pleased with
ourselves for being there.
Friday was the best of New York days, a day of rest and
needed relaxation. There were four teams now, and we
were one of them. So we did the streets of New York,
and giggled. Jere Nolan gagged a photograph, kneeling and
praying on the steps of St. Patrick's Cathedral.
The hours before Saturday's game were better. BC
people walking-pacing?-- Seventh Avenue, calling to each
other, raising fists, slapping five. Feeling good.
But we wanted it too much. Even after Bob Carrington
went out and owned Madison Square Garden for the first
twenty minutes of the game, I worried. And suddenly early
in the second half it was over. Yet even with the score
70-82 against us, we dreamed dreams of Connecticut, and
an old referee sitting next to me leaned over and whispered,
"Don't they ever quit?" I told the old referee that no, they
never quit.
So raise one for Bob Zuffelato this week, because the
man did more with a kid basketball team than we ever
could have expected. Criticize him this week and you get
put on a train to Providence.
And raise one for Jere Nolan, and Carrington, and
Morrison, and Weldon, and especially for Mark Raterink.
Raiseonefor William Russell Collins and Paul Berwanger.
I will graduate happy now. A lot of people will.
It was one helluva ride.
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A Miracle from the Book of Paul;
Eagles Revenge Defeat, Stun UConn
BTYOLM ENZ

And this is supNEW YORK
posed to be the age of relevancy.
Teachers teach timely topics,
religion is doubted because the kids
say they can't relate, and everybody
wants to know the latest news. Fairy
tales are outdated farces of
literature. Until last Thursday night.
For that night the Boston College
Eagles dipped into a few dreams and
pulled out yet another one point
squeaker over the University of
Connecticut. 76-75 in the second
round of this year's NIT. That,
however is the final line of the myth,
and to really appreciate that myth,
one must start at the beginning.
The Eagles began this game as if
they left their sense of direction,
their shooting eyes and their hustle
back in front of the TV cameras in
Roberts. Bobby Carrington finally
dented the nets after 8:10 had elapsed. Only the hack shooting of the
Huskies and some unusually fine
free-throw shooting kept the Eagles
anywhere near UConn.
Another jumper and a pair of
free-throws by Smooth combined
with a couple of charity points by
Mark Raterink tied the game at 20
all. For the first time, the Eagles
appeared as if they could take control and play THEIR game.
The controller of that game,
however, Jere Nolan, was benched
two minutes later with three personal fouls. For theremainderof the
half, BC staggered around in the
clouds without any direction, forcing shots, and getting murdered on
both boards.
UConn's trio of Jimmy Foster, Al
Weston, and Tony Hanson burned
the Eagles all over the court.
Between the three, they accounted
for 30 points as the Huskies led 40-33 at the half.
"We probably played about the
same as we did at Storrs (UConn
won 77-69) over the first 25
?

minutes." said Zuff after the game,
"but then we just turned around and
did it like we should have all along."
The Eagles finally found the bottom when the score was 57-40 after
a three point play by Weston with
15:1Oleft on the monster above the
Garden. And that's when the fairy
tale really started to take shape.
Dee Rowe stood at the sidelines
with his jacket stripped off his back,
screaming "Slow down. Slow
down!" UConn slowed down
alright, all the way to a halt. BC,
with two baskets apiece from Will
Morrison and Bobby Carrington,
and one from Raterink, hit ten
straight points without reply.
'All the sudden, "For Boston" was
once again a fight song, not the
night's regretful destination. "They
tried to isolate Foster or Weston and
take their time, working for good
points," was Zuffs explanation. But
those shots hardly every came: Mcl
Weldon and Carrington saw to that
with some of the best "stick it"
defense that BC fans have watched
all season.
With Nolan forced to remain a
cheerleader because of a fourth foul
just a few minutes into the half., Mcl
also ran the offensive show as well.
And damn well. He made the team
run, hustled for loose balls, and got
the ball to the right man at the right
time at the right place. BC went to
its full court trap in the last ten
minutes and UConn, already in
trouble, went completely out of control.
At that crucial six minute mark,
UConn led 70-66. Tony Hanson and
Cal Chapman both missed the front
end of one and one situations.
Baskets by Morrison and Raterink
on assists from the now present
Nolan tied the score at 70 with 3
minutes left. Hanson blew another
bonus situation while Nolan, the
man who seems to love pressure, set

up a back door lay-up by the
Smooth One. For the first time since

the middle of the first half, BC led

72-70.

John Thomas countered with a

single free throwand the rebound of

the miss took on the appearances of
a brawl scene out of a bad John
Wayne movie. Six players put their
milts on the ball before it ended up
with Jimmy Foster. He missed a ten
footer from the left baseline. The
man that will from now on will go
down as a "bully," Mark Raterink,
wrestled the ball from Thomas and
Cal Chapman. For his effort at
removing the "40" from Mark's
jersey. Chapman was escorted to the
bench with five fouls: Rat couldn't
connect at the stripe, but Foster,
isolated against Mcl Weldon, hit the
same jumper he had missed just a
minute before. UConn 73-BC 72.
Using the last time-out either
team had, Zuff regrouped. Twenty
six seconds showed on the clock and
a season's worth of pressure was
showed over the faces of Nolan and
Co. Eleven seconds later, Nolan
drove through a path wider than
Seventh Avenue and put a lefthanded running hook, the same shot
that saved the New Hampshire
game. Thomasreached skyward and
rapped it back and UConn fans went
wild; but only for a second as the
referees signalled the basket good on
a goaltending violation. BC 74UConn 73.
Without any timeouts remaining,
the game was out of the hands of the
coaches; it was up to the players on
the court. Down by a point, Foster
controlled the ball and the game.
With Nolan all over him, Jimmy hit
another baseline jumper and Eagle
hopes were bleak, to say the least: 1 1
left, UConn 75- BC 74.
But this is the stuff that fairy tales
are made of. Nolan dribbled up and
attempted to pass to Mark Raterink

mi Morrison came oil the bench when Jere Nolan got into foul trouble
and here scores two of his ten big points in the Connecticut victory,
photo by Silver
in the corner. The ball was slapped had to take a shot like that in my
out, but it was still BC property. :07 life, but as soon as I let it go, I
left. Zuffelato explains the rest: "I KNEW IT WAS INt" GASPED
called a 'five,' a set play designed Paul as he recovered from the near
for zonedefenses. But they were in a riot of BC fans after the game.
man, so Jere had to ad-lib. He got
the ball to Mark, but he was double
UConn nevereven got the ball out
teamed and hobbled it away to Jere. before the zeroes rang up on the
Paul was being guarded from the scoreboard. Zuffelato, himself nurrear, and was open about six feet sing a split lip from the mob scene
from the basket. You know the said, "Our zone trap and the
rest."
rebounding ,of Berwanger and
Do we ever. With one unorthodox Raterink brought us back." Rat and
move, Berwanger, who played a Carrington both finished with 25,
tremendous game throughout on the and Morrison came off the bench
boards, wheeled around and pushed for ten, but the single biggest basket
up a one hander. It hit right in the of this season belonged to a
middle of the square on the freshman this night. Well, at least
backboard and twirled through the the biggest basket of the year to this
net. BC 76- UConn 75. "I've never point.

After Third Place, BC's Next Destination
BY TOM LENZ
there'll be many more. The team has proved that they
THE CITY
The clock just sort of stared. It didn't deserve us, now we must prove to them that we deserve
move for a long, long time. It was 5:01 pm. Saturday, the team.
March 23rd, and the Boston College dream was at the The process to conversion was none too easy. It required a pair of one point squeak victories over Cincinend.
For those fans who traveled the dirty roads to meet this nati and UConn, the first noted for Will Morrison's surdirty destination, the dream was over. For the players, it prising clamp on Lloyd Batts, the second for Paul
Berwanger's "little bit of everything" round the rim and
was the end of the season, but not the dream.
Yeah, there was a curtain call Sunday morning, but it down shot.
No, there aren't any excuses for the Utah game. The
was only an exercise in discipline for the team. BC fans
were engaging in a different discipline, the one of func- hot hands, that kept them in the first half (Carrington
tional hangover.
had 25 at half and 32 for the game) did the vanishingact.
Both performed with the touch of class that Chestnut The half court defense that saved the UConn game did
Hill hasn't seen in five long years. This road show gest more for the Utah offense than it did for the BC defense.
four stars. It scared me even to think about next year's And of course, there was this kid named Sojourner, who
return engagement because BC will be back, and I for was named the NlT's Most Valuable Player before this
one, feel very, very safe in making that prediction and whole thing was over.
knowing that I'll have to live with it for next year.
Once Mike decided that this game did mean
It has been a much longer season than just one week. something, this game was over. And that was that.
In case you don't remember, this team plays all its home
Consolation games are a farce, but the Eagles credited
games in Roberts Center. BC created a lot of new fans themselves well, even if the game was nothing more than
this week, but the ones that made the sojourn from a poor pilot film for a slapstick TV series. It did,
Boston after attending the most times coffee sessions in however, preserve a reputation of never giving up.
There were times when this team could have given up.
Roberts are the best.
They stuck out those grueling last minutes of the Utah Like after the first UConn game at Storrs, or to get back
game and never, for so much as a minute let the another step to that heartbreaking last second overtime
foreigners from the Garden forget that they were from loss to Providence. But they didn't, because all along they
Boston College. The only regretful thing is that more seemed to know just how good they really were. They
people couldn't realize the sport of basketball existed at knew that they weren't as bad a team as Syracuse made
BC until this week. Now, with a tournament behind us. them look. And they came back to prove the same point
?
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is Straight Up
to UConn last Thursday night.
I guess that is how you come back after being down 17.
I guess that is how you hold an All-American down in the
last seconds without a shot. I guess that is how you wake
up the morning after a blowout and methodically wear
down and out a Jacksonville five that looked as if they
had spent the night in the locker room.
Now it is your turn to guess. Can you guess how good
this team is going to be next year? Who is going to be Bob
Zuffelato's next big recruit? Which tournament will BC
visit next year at this time?
There are just so many options open that it boggles the
mind. But one important ingredient which joins them all
into a cohesive unit is that they are all good.
It's been such a long trip for BC basketball since the
last NIT trip and there are three men on the team that
have really contributed not only to the record this year,
but to the sport as a whole at the Heights. Jere Nolan,
Mark Raterink, and Dan Kilcullen all bounced their last
ball for the Eagles this afternoon. After all the trials of
the past three years, this trip has given them all the things
that they have deserved for so, so long.
Maybe they've created a monster. Maybe we will see
packed houses the whole next season. Whatever they've
done, it also is all for the good.
If this all sounds optimistic, it's only because I can see
no other way of looking at it. Dreaming is contagious and
once it hits, the mind justrefuses to function in any other
n. inner. BC is going someplace in basketball, and that
place is up.
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Baseball Coach Pelly Looks Forward
by TONY PIANTIERI
Now that the ice has been lifted at
McHugh Forum and the fate of BC
B-Ball is being/was decided in New
York (It wasn't known at press
at
time); now that spring is here
?

least officially
and the Red Sox
are talking pennant again (What'd
that guy say about the well laid
plans of. mice and men?), it's time
for BC sports' enthusiasts to get
ready for the trek to Shea Field
where at present coach Ed Pellagrin!
and company are preparing for the
national pastime.
A familiar name to McHugh
Forumites, Ned Yetten, will return
to his first base chores in the role of
captain and will be counted on to
supply a good deal of the lineup's
power
a lineup that will feature a
designated hitter: "Neddy's always
been an outstanding hitter and you
already know about that great glove
of his," observed Pelly with a smile
as Ned laced into a Ron Luango
?

?

fast-ball for

extra bases during an
intra-squad game last Wednesday.
"Besides being a fine athlete, he
should be an excellent team leader.

He's got the right attitude."
In case you're wondering who
Ron Luango is, he's a frosh righty
who numbers among the pitching
hopefuls that Pelly's hopeful about:
"As you know, pitching was the big
problem last year," said the coach.
"Ruane (Jr. righty) and Gormley
(So. righty) will be back and should
start. We've got a lot of guys to
choose from and so there's no hurry.
If we cut down on the walks and stay
in the strike zone, we should have a
pretty good year. But right now, the
pitching's questionable." Gormley

Porter will

try to nail down a lefty
starting job and could receive a
challengefrom frosh Frank Fontana
whom Pelly said "looked good for a

freshman."
Another hockey transfer that is
highly regarded by coach Pelly is
Tom Songin. Though unexciting on
the ice. Songin is an impressive
shortstop who makes the drop quite
gracefully and always seems to
make the right play when there's
traffic on the bases. Second is uncertain but Paul O'Neil all but has third
sewed up. He's a pro prospect and
that should say it all.
Ed Smith will be back patrolling
right for his final season and should
supply a good deal of punch. Left
was impressive as a frosh, displaying and Center have been vacated by the
a hard breaking curve, but had a graduation of Manfredi and
fast-ball that was suspect at times. Dunphy, and Pelly will have to find
Bill Ruane is the staffs premier the solution before the opener on
starter, but must work out a few
April 2 vs. MIT. But Pelly remains
kinks in the area of control. Next to unconcerned over the loss of last
hockey newcomer Luango. Sr. Jay year's seniors: "I don't think it will

to

Winning Season

affect us much. In fact, we should be
a much improved team, if the
pitching comes through."
That could be a pretty big if.

order to bolster opening day attendance. Pelly laughed as Yetten
quipped, "He's probably done
everything else in his career." The
only streak Pelly has in mind is a
* * *
Diamond Dust: I asked the coach if winning one.
he had. any plans of streaking in

Women's

Golf Meeting

Monday, March 25,
At the Rec-Plex at 2:30 pm

All Interested Women Invited
\u25a0

ONCE A KNIGHT, BEING SUNK

WHENCE HIS ROOMIE, A
DRAGON, DID COME UPON
HIM AND DID TELL HIM OF
A WONDROUS WAY TO

SO DEEP IN THE SEA OF
DESPONDE BY illS FAILURE
WITH WOMEN, DID .RETREAT
DEEP INTO THE FOREST
WITH A VOLUME OF MOST
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BY MEANS OF THE ANCIENT
ART OF THE STREAKE.

\u25a0

AND SO, OVER A COUPLE
OF FROSTY-COLD CANS OF
SCHAEFER- THE BEER THAT
DREAMS ARE BUILT UPON"
THEY DID PLOT THE KNIGHT'S
MA| PEN STREAKE.

ATTRACT THE OPPOSITE SEX.

MELANCHOLY VERSE.

:

skS1 to ?h eglne?al
CT

T

AMUSEMENT OF ALL THE.
FURRY BEASTES.

AT LAST HE PROVED READY
F R HIS B G STREAKE ANC?
PIP SET UTON HIS WM "'

°

°'

-

'

ACHIEVING SUCH A GREAT
VELOCITY THAT HE DID ZIG
WHEN HE SHOULD HAVE
2AGeBU

-

PROVING ONCE AGAIN :
BEING THE OPEN MAN IS
MUCH BETTER IN BASKETBALL THAN ,N LIFE

.

-

.

UNPER THE WOEHFUL
S
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Schaefer Breweries. New York, NY. Baltimore, Md Lehigh Valley. Pa
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